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MATADOR SLAUGHTERING PISTOL

 

Matador® SS3000 slaughtering pistol ( Code : 16366 )
Matador® SS3000 slaughtering pistol long version ( Code : 21810 )

The MATADOR® is a slaughtering pistol with a captive pin using explosive cartridges calibre 6.3/12. It is used
for the slaughtering of animals such as calves, sheeps, horses and other animals of the same size. It is made of
a gun and a handle connected by a rocking head.

When the trigger is pushed, explosion of the cartridge generate gas that pushes the pin at 50m/s (180km/h). The
MATADOR® is in contact with the head of the animal and the pin will penetrate the brain. The animal is
immediately anesthetized and must be bled as soon as possible.

ADVANTAGES OF THE LONG VERSION – BOBET CODE 21810  :

- Its shape, extended of 15 mm (compared to the standard Matador® code Bobet 16366) enables to optimize the
pin speed on the impact point and so to improve the effectiveness of stunting of large animals

- The power remains the same, or very slightly lower (compared to the standard Matador®). The power of the tool
is produced by the cartridge.
The objective is to shift the "speed curve with respect to the output of the pin", i.e. get the maximum speed when
the pin hits the bony part of the animal. A heavier and older animal will have its bony part further from the top of the
skull (leather, grease and sinus)

- This version is more dedicated to large animals (absolutely not suitable for small cattle)

 - The standard Matador® can be changed in long version by replacing the barrel extension 916 (code BOBET
12432) by an extension 916L (code BOBET 21811) and the pin 917 (code BOBET 7374) by a pin 917L (code
BOBET 21812). You have also to add an elastomer ring 922 (code BOBET 7379). It is recommended to keep a
trace of this changing to be able to keep the traceability of the tool in case of need.
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Rep. Désignation Quantité Code Bobet
900 Handgrip 1 21171

901B Safety handgrip 1 15640
902 Percussion trigger 1 10642
903 Percussion hammer 1 7360
904 Hammer spring 1 7361

905R Trigger spring 1 20995
906 Cartridges firing pin 1 7363

907B Ejection base-holder 1 15641
908 Holding pin 2 10644

909B Locking spring 1 15642
910+915 Bolt of gas chamber + Muffler barrel 1 15443

911 Rush of bolt 1 7368
912 Rocking head 1 10647
913 Coupling sleeve 1 10648
914 Coupling pins 2 7371
916 Barrel extension for standard version 1 12432
916L Barrel extension for long version 1 21811
917 Punching pin for version standard 1 7374
917L Punching pin for long standard 1 21812
918 Pinhead rush 1 7375
919 Tightness plate 1 7376

920BR Rear protection washers brown 1 7377
920BL Rear protection washers blue 1 12417

921 Front protection washers 2 7378
922 Elastomer rings for standard version 10 7379
922 Elastomer ring for long version 11 7379
923 Locking seam 1 7380
924 Cocking stream 1 7381

925B Locking ball 1 15648
931 Ring for handgrip 1 21172

Tools set maintenance 0 15651
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MATADOR SLAUGHTERING PISTOL
Cartridges for Matador pistol Code

BLACK BOX 100 15041
BLACK BOX 500 15042
RED BOX 100 11986
RED BOX 500 7353
BLUE BOX 500 17859

Cartridges for Matador slaughtering pistol. Caliber 25 (6.3/12). Blue cartridges
recommended for the slaughtering of calves, heifers and cows under 450 kg and horses.
Red cartridges are recommended to animals over 450 kg. Black cartridges are only for
big cattle with important conformations and resistance (mountain animals) and only for
bulls and young cattle. Blue, red (only boxes of 500)and black cartridges can be used
with the Matador SS3000 (code 16366). For the Matador 2BIS only red cartridges must
be used.
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SLAUGHTERING MATERIAL
Sharpshock Prodder Code

PRODDER KIT 58CM 21131
HANDLE 21132
EXTENSION 33CM 21133
EXTENSION 58CM 21134
BATTERY + LOADER 21135

The Sharpshock Prodder is an electric stimulation device with a rechargeable battery. A
discharge lasting 2 seconds is produced when the 2 moveable electrodes make contact
with the animal.The code 21131 (kit) includes a complete set comprising of: a handle +
an extension rod of 58 cm + a battery + a loader. The handles, extension rods and
batteries can be ordered seperately  (code 21132 to 21133)  

Robset black prodder Code
60CM 17594
90CM 17595

The Robset prodder is an electric device with 1.5 V tubular battery, with push-button.
Designed to reach animals through grids or netting. Available in two lengths. Colour :
black.

Schermer prodder Code
PRODDER 20622
EXTENSION 20623

The Schermer prodder is an electric device with 1.5 V tubular battery. A 2-second
electrical discharge happens when the 2 electrodes are in contact with the animal. 75 cm
extension separately sold (code Bobet 20623). 

Hog whip Code
- 6550The hog whip is a driving instrument which enables to quickly move animals while limiting

stress. So the meat remains healthy and high-quality.
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Flat torch Code
- 2131Sealing torch with flat flame. Rear air hose. At 4 bars, power 151 kW and consumption

11000 g/h. Operates with propane or butane gas. Fits the handle (code 17112).

Round torch Code
D50 17110
D60 17111

Sealing torch with round flame, in stainless steel. Burner diameter : 50 or 60 mm.
Operates with propane or butane gas. Fits the handle (code 17112).

Handle for torches Code
- 17112Handle with swivel attachment for hose inner diameter 8 mm. Fits the torches code

17110, 17111 and 2131.Coupling separately sold (code 16990), can be fixed on gas
pipes to be thus screwed on the handle of torches.

Coupling for torch Code
- 16990Coupling for torch including a fluted coupling + a nut 3/8G + a clip D.8 mm.

Trocart knife Code
- 17663For hygienic collection of the blood. Stainless steel body and blade. Supplied with one

removable blade for horizontal bleeding and 3 meters of polyurethane hose diameter 32
mm.
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7-star hog scraper Code
- 21667-star hog scraper (beater pads) designed for use in de-hairing machines to remove hair

from pigs. Industry standard product. A 5-ply fabric wedge delivers extra stiffness and
longer life. Dimensions : 101.6x228.6 mm.

Premium-Volker hog scraper Code
- 20578Premium-Volker hog scraper are designed for use in de-hairing machines to remove hair

from pigs. This hog scraper allows the most particular applications, it efficiently reduces
scraping costs, longer life, reduced maintenance costs. Dimensions : 101.6 x 228.6 mm.

Hog polishing whip Code
- 10616For use in de-hairing machines to polish  white or black before or after oven. Length : 420

mm. Hole diameter : 10 mm. Colour : Natural

Spinal cord kit for lamb Code
- 21480Spinal cord kit including : 3 plastic stems of different diameters, 1 scraper blade and 1

container.

BSE spoon Code
CATTLE 10693
SHEEPS 11334

To remove brainstem of cattle or sheeps within the context of BSE screening for medical
or veterinary tests. 1000 spoons in a carton.
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PLATES AND KNIVES FOR MINCERS
LICO STANDARDS

Stainless steel Lico plate

Stainless steel plate, heat treated to get maximum hardness
and total regularity of tempering.

Type Plate Ø Holes Ø Code
(mm) (mm) Bobet

R 70 00 5599
R 70 10 9670
R 70 13 5598
R 70 16 9671
R 70 20 9672
R 70 3 5596
R 70 4 9667
R 70 5 5597
R 70 6 9668
R 70 8 9669
H 82 00 5605
H 82 10 9676
H 82 13 5604
H 82 16 9677
H 82 2 5601
H 82 20 9678
H 82 3 5602
H 82 4 9673
H 82 5 5603
H 82 6 9674
H 82 8 9675
A 90 00 5611
A 90 10 4243
A 90 13 5610
A 90 3 5608

Type Plate Ø Holes Ø Code
(mm) (mm) Bobet

A 90 4 4240
A 90 5 5609
A 90 6 4241
A 90 8 4242
B 98 00 5617
B 98 1,5 5612
B 98 10 4338
B 98 13 5616
B 98 16 4339
B 98 2 5613
B 98 20 4340
B 98 3 5614
B 98 4 4335
B 98 5 5615
B 98 6 4336
B 98 8 4337
D 114 00 5629
D 114 10 9682
D 114 13 5628
D 114 16 9683
D 114 2 5625
D 114 20 9684
D 114 3 5626
D 114 4 9679

Type Plate Ø Holes Ø Code
(mm) (mm) Bobet

D 114 5 5627
D 114 6 9680
D 114 8 9681
E 130 00 5635
E 130 1,5 5630
E 130 10 4334
E 130 13 5634
E 130 16 4287
E 130 2 5631
E 130 20 4288
E 130 3 5632
E 130 4 4331
E 130 5 5633
E 130 6 4332
E 130 8 4333

GU 160 00 5647
GU 160 10 9688
GU 160 13 5646
GU 160 16 9689
GU 160 20 9690
GU 160 3 5644
GU 160 4 9685
GU 160 5 5645
GU 160 6 9686
GU 160 8 9687

Stainless steel Lico knife 
Stainless steel knife (3, 4 or 5 edges), self-sharpening, interchangeable, with blades.

Type Diameter Number of Code
(mm) edges Bobet

R 70 3 5654
H 82 3 5655
A 90 3 5656
B 98 3 5657
C 106 3 5658
D 114 3 5659
E 130 4 11458
E 130 5 5660

GU 160 4 11459
GU 160 5 5662

 Replacement blade and screw 

Type Number of Code
pieces/box Bobet

Blades A 9 5666
Blades B 9 5667
Blades C,D 9 5669
Blades E 10 5670
Blades GU 5 5672
Blades H 9 5665
Blades R 9 5664
Screws A, B, H, R 5 5674
Screws C, D, E, J 5 5679
Screws GU, FW 5 5682
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MINCERS
Stainless steel hydraulic stuffer 25 liters Code

- 20693Hydraulic stuffer 25 liters. Cover with double clamp and stainless steel piston with an
O-ring. Independant hydraulic unit, closed circuit, with stainless steel tank. Front handle
allowing the double function of protection of controls and moving. Capacity : 25 liters (i.e.
around 20 kg). Fit with 3 nozzles : 14, 20 and 33 mm. Power : 400V three-phase (50 HZ).

Electric mincer D82 DRC22L Code
- 23488Electric meat mincer DRC22L. Stainless steel body, diameter 82 mm (Enterprise system),

simple cut, 1 CV/HP. Powerful reducing. Supplied with 1 plate diameter 3.5 mm. Easy
assembly, disassembly and cleaning of the body. Flow : 170kg/hour. Ideal for processing
minced meat, sausages, pates... Designed for catering, communities, food laboratories,
cafeterias, artisanal butchers... 

Electric meat mincer N°82 Diameter 82 mm Code
- 20692Electric meat mincer N°82. In stainless steel, diameter 82 mm(Unger 3 system), double

cut, 1.5 CV. Powerful reducing. Supplied with 1 pre-cut plate, 1 double-cut knife and 1
plate diameter 3 mm. Easy assembly, disassembly and cleaning of the body. Flow :
350kg/hour. Power : 220-240V single-phase (50 Hz). Ideal for processing minced meat,
sausages, patés... Designed for catering, communities, food laboratories, cafeterias and
artisanal butchers...

Cast manual meat mincer with clamp Code
- 15567Cast manual meat mincer N°10 with clamp.
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Stainless steel knife Code
N°8 D62 15711
N°10/12 D70 15712
N°20/22 D82 15713
N°32 D100 15714

Stainless steel knife, 4 edges, sharpening blade.

Funnel for mincer Code
N°8 in62 out20 8688
N°8 in62 out25 8861
N°10 in70 out20 6714
N°10 in70 out25 6715
N°20 in82 out20 8690
N°20 in82 out25 8691

Nylon funnel.
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MARKING SEALS TIES
Modular numberer Code

NUMBERER 8402
SET 4031

The ergonomic shape of the handle insures an excellent grip. Includes 4 bands. Detail of
each band : 10 numbers (from 0 to 9), then a point and a blank. Numbers height : 15 mm.
The system is evolutive as the addition of the set (code Bobet 4031) enables to get the
required number of bands. Each set includes a box, a band, a wheel and two extensions
axles.

Industrial numberer Code
3 BANDS LG.30 3796
4 BANDS LG.20 3794
4 BANDS LG.30 3797
4 BANDS LG.40 3800
4 BANDS LG.50 3803
5 BANDS LG.20 3795
5 BANDS LG.30 3798

Industrial numberer. Just by using side buttons, the bands individually rotate. A click
system enables to get a perfect and fast characters alignment. Including 3 to 5 bands
(depending on the model). Detail of each band : 10 numbers (from 0 to 9). Different
models available : 3, 4 or 5 bands and numbers height 20, 30, 40 or 50 mm.

Spare band for industrial numberer Code
H30 9707
H50 9708

Spare band for industrial numberer. Characters height : 30 or 50 mm.

OFIVAL marker Code
- 15602Classifying marker for carcasses (cattle, calves and sheeps). Characters height : 30 mm.

Fit with a telescopic handle. Including 6 bands (in compliance with the regulation of
December 20th, 2010) i.e. : 1st band : ZVSL, 2nd band : ABCDE, 3rd band : 01234, 4th
band : EUROP, 5th band : +=- and 6th band : 12345.

Spare parts for OFIVAL marker Code
BAND OFIVAL +=- 5269
BAND OFIVAL 12345 17744
BAND OFIVAL ABCDE 5773
BAND OFIVAL EUROP 2198
BAND OFIVAL ZVSL 14943
AXLE 4199
EXT WHEEL 2193
MIDDLE WHEEL 2194
MIDDLE RING 2195

Spare parts for the OFIVAL marker (code 15602).
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Eggs marking set Code
- 12852Including a pad with plastic handle, an inker and a 50 ml bottle of food ink (red, blue or

black). The pad is to be personalized : 7 positions (1 number, 2 letters, 4 numbers).

Felt inking pad plastic frame Code
- 5750Felt pad without ink. Dimensions : 160x90 mm. To be used especially with our food inks.

Felt inking pad wood frame Code
- 6063Felt pad without ink. Dimensions : 250x180 mm. To be used especially with our food inks.

Foam for MIC inker Code
- 8066Foam for inker. Dimensions : L.155 x W.65 x H.15 mm.

Food grade ink Code
BLUE 0.8L 17754
BROWN 0.8L 17756
RED 0.8L 17759
BLUE 4.5L 17755
BROWN 4.5L 17757
RED 4.5L 17760
GREEN 4.5L 17761
BLACK 4.5L 17758

Food grade ink for meat marking. Available in can of 0.8 or 4.5 liters and in red, brown,
blue, green and black.
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Methylene blue Code
- 5787Blue powder to be diluted in water for bones denaturation. Sold in 1 kg bucket.

Tartrazine Code
- 10695Dying or denaturation of material highly hazardous to incinerate. Yellow powder, to be

diluted in water. In 5 kg buckets.

Meat marker Code
RED 2064
GREEN 2065
BLUE 2063
BLACK 2061
PURPLE 2062
YELLOW 4990

Meat marker (pen of wax, paraffin oil and colours) used for short marking specially of
cattle, sheeps and pigs. Available in different colours : black, purple, blue, red, green and
yellow.

Aerosol marker Code
BLUE 11273
RED 11272
GREEN 11274

Aerosol meat marker. Used to mark cattle, pigs, sheeps, goats, poultry. Available in blue,
red or green.

FABER pencil Code
BROWN 2069
BLUE 6304

FABER meat marking pencil. Available in 2 colours : blue and brown. Box of 12 pencils.
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Food safe greasy wax blue pencil Code
- 20621Greasy wax blue pencil. To write on any support as bones, glass, polystyrene... 12

pencils in a box.

White chalk marker Code
- 20071White chalk marker (water-based) to write on boards, slates, plastics, glasses, plexi,

lighted signs… Erase simply with a damp cloth. Box of 6.

White erasable marker (x3) Code
- 25226White marker, thin tip. Recommended supports : plastics and glass. Box of 3 markers

Black erasable pencil Code
- 20714Black marker, medium point. Recommended materials : plastics and glass. Box of 10.

Pneumatic engraver Code
ENGRAVER 6048
MEDIUM TIP 7038

Pneumatic engraver pen fit with a medium tip (radius 0.35 mm). Ideal for all thinnest
works on any kind of surface (metal, wood, glass, plastic...). Requires a minimum
lubrication (a drop of oil every day in the air intake is necessary for a standard use). To be
connected on a source of compressed air flowing 6 to 7 kg/cm² maximum. Supplied with
2.5 meter black hose with coupling 1/4 male. The medium tip is available in spare part :
code 7038.
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Standard tag gun Code
- 15033Standard gun, standard needle. Automatic, for nylon tags fastening (different models

available).

Tag gun Banok 503 S Code
- 17612Standard tag gun Banok 503 S, standard needle. Automatic, for nylon tags (different

models available).

Needle for Banok gun (box of 5) Code
STANDARD STEEL 2138
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 2139
LONG STEEL 2142
STANDARD ST.STEEL 17743

Steel or stainless steel needle for Banok gun. Packed in box of 5 pieces. Available in
standard, long or heavy duty version.

Mark III tag gun Code
- 15990Standard Mark III tag gun, knife integrated into the needle. Automatic, for nylon tags

fastening (different models available).

Needle for Mark III gun (box of 5) Code
- 15991Steel needle for Mark III gun with integrated knife. Packed in box of 5 pieces.
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Mark III AGRO tag gun Code
- 20393Mark III AGRO tag gun, stainless steel needle with integrated knife. Resistant to

corrosion. Several drainage holes to enable a fast and easy waste disposal. To be used
with : green nylon tag fasteners 17.4 mm with 2 paddles (code 21894), green nylon tag
fasteners 45 mm with 2 paddles (code 11646) and blue nylon tag fasteners 20 mm with 1
paddle (code 4454). Replacement needle : code Bobet 20395.

Needle for Mark III AGRO gun (box of 5) Code
- 20395Short needle for Mark III AGRO tag gun (code 20393). Packed in box of 5 pieces.

Green nylon tag fastener Mark III AGRO (box of 1000)
Code

- 21894

Green nylon tag fastener with double paddle. Filament length : 17.4 mm. Food safe. 1000
units in a box. Only to be used with the Mark III AGRO tag gun (code 20393).

Nylon tag fastener (box of 5000) Code
GREEN 15MM 10516
GREEN 20MM 9238
GREEN 25MM 10517
BLUE 20MM 4454

Nylon tag fastener. Food safe. Available in different dimensions and colours. Packed in
carton of 5000 pieces.

Green nylon tag fastener double paddle (bag of 1000)
Code

- 11646

Green nylon tag fastener with double paddle. Filament length : 45 mm. Food safe.
Packed in carton of 1000 pieces.
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Green nylon tag fastener round paddle (box of 5000)
Code

- 17745

Nylon tag fastener, round paddle. Filament length : 18 mm. Food safe. Packed in carton
of 5000 pieces.

Chevifix white bare ear tag Code
- 9760Chevifix ear tag in lacquered steel. Sold bare, i.e. without marking. Enables an easy

tracking of animals to sort, on a market... Colour : white. Packed in box of 100 pieces.

Bare tags Code
PVC WHITE /1000 23304
YELLOW /1000 23305

Tags in soft plastic. Bare, i.e. without marking. Hole for the crossing of the nylon tag.
Food safe. Colour : white or yellow. Packed in box of 1000 pieces.

Labels with steel wire Code
- 8290Paper labels. Without printing. Cut corners and reinforcement eyelet. Practical thanks to

its steel bond. Packed in box of 1000 pieces.

Traceability label Code
SM WHITE 17410
MM WHITE 17396
LM WHITE 17153
SM BLUE 17411
MM BLUE 17397
LM BLUE 17151
SM RED 17412
MM RED 17398
LM RED 17152
SM GREEN 17413
MM GREEN 17399
LM GREEN 17154
LM YELLOW 21906
LM PINK 23458

Traceability label, in polypropylene. Resists to chemicals, water, grease and acids.
Resistant to heat up to 120°C and cold down to -30°C. Possibility to write on it with pen,
felt, pad... Available in different colours and different dimensions.
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Label clip Code
BLUE  17655
RED 11668

Label clip insuring holding of identification or delivery labels on meat pieces. Height 23
mm. Colours : red or blue. Packed in carton of 5000 pieces.

Modular seal Code
- 23244Control safety seal in polypropylene. Progressive and notched clamping, tool-free

installation. Robust design prevents accidental breakage. Useful length : 300 mm. Colour
: red. Packed in carton of 1000 pieces.

Riblock or Longseal seal Code
RIBLOCK LG.250 YELLOW 5328
RIBLOCK LG.250 RED 5327
LONGSEAL LG.370 RED BOBET 10024

Safety and control seal, polypropylene. With progressive serrulate tightening, installation
without tool. This seal is designed to be broken without any tool. Useful length : 250 mm
(Riblock seal available in red or yellow) or 370 mm (Longseal seal in red). Packed in
carton of 1000 pieces.

Securelock seal Code
- 4486Safety and control seal, polypropylene. With progressive serrulate tightening, installation

without tool. Length : 300 mm. Colour : yellow. Packed in carton of 1000 pieces.

Fixed length seal Code
- 17914Safety and control seal, polypropylene. No need for tools, fixed length (non adjustable).

Available operating length : 180 mm. Colour : blue. Packed in carton of 1000 pieces.
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Balloonseal seal Code
- 15885Metal strip-seal, outstanding closing system. Once the closing mechanism has been

triggered, it is impossible to reopen it, unless you break the seal, which makes the
attempted break evident. Length : 190 mm. Packed in carton of 1000 pieces.

Reusable ties 250x7.5 Code
- 17913White plastic ties. Very useful as adjustable and re-usable. Dimensions : 250x7,5 mm.

Packed in carton of 1000 ties.

Coated wire ties CodeCode
10CM WHITE /1000 7766
12CM WHITE /1000 2158
14CM WHITE /1000 2159
16CM WHITE /1000 2160
18CM WHITE /1000 2161
20CM WHITE /1000 2162
10CM RED /1000 2157
12CM RED /1000 4442
14CM RED /1000 4444

16CM RED /1000 4446
18CM RED /1000 9569
20CM RED /1000 4448
10CM GREEN /1000 4441
12CM GREEN /1000 4443
14CM GREEN /1000 4445
16CM GREEN /1000 4447
18CM GREEN /1000 9566
20CM GREEN /1000 4449

Coated wire ties with 2 round loops for various ligatures : wire
netting, bundling, packing, bags, crates... Easy to use thanks
to the driller tool (code Bobet 2156). Packed in 5000 piece
bundles. Available in different colours and different
dimensions.

Driller tool for wire ties Code
- 2156Driller tool for wire ties.

Table slate with base 10x12 (x3) Code
- 20426Set of 3 table slates with base in natural varnished wood, half moon shape. Slate in black

PVC of 3 mm. Slate dimensions : 120x100 mm. Mark with chalk or chalkmarker, cleaning
with cool water.
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Table slate with base 15x22 (x3) Code
- 21871Set of 3 table slate with long base in black painted wood. Slate in black PVC 3 mm. Slate

dimensions : 220 x 150 mm. Mark with chalk or with chalkmarker, cleaning with cool
water.
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Price tag (bag of 10) Code
7X5 /10 20701
7X10 /10 20700

White price tag with a food safe stainless steel pin. Sold in bag of 10 tags. Two
dimensions available : 7x5 cm or 7x10 cm.

Red adhesive labels D.30 (/500) Code
- 20713Adhesive paper label, diameter 30 mm, bare, red stripe. Sold in roll of 500 tags.

School price tag (x100) Code
- 25225PVC school price tag. Without wheel, with plastic pin. Writing surface dimensions : 5 x 2.5

cm. Sold by bag of 100 labels.

Schist neutral label (X10) Code
7X10 (x10) 20486
8X12 (x10) 20487

Schist neutral label in PVC. No wheel, no pin. Available in different dimensions. Sold in
bags of 10 units. Can be used with our holder code 20489.

Coloured neutral price tag (x10) Code
RED 7X10 (x10) 25063
YELLOW 7X10 (x10) 25064

PVC red or yellow neutral price tag. No wheel, no pin. Dimensions : 7x10 cm. Sold by bag
of 10 pieces. Can be used with our holder code 20489.
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Black neutral label (x10) Code
- 20488Black neutral label in PVC. No wheel, no pin. Dimensions : 6x8 cm. Sold in bags of 10

units. Can be used with our holder code 20489.

Clear PVC label holder (X25) Code
- 20489Label holder foot with H gripper to grip labels. In cristal PVC 2 mm. Height 50 mm. Bag of

25 holders. Can be used with our neutral labels.

Articulated card holder (bag of 10) Code
- 15953Stainless steel articulated card holder. Sold in bag of 10 pieces.

Stainless steel tag holder (bag of 3) Code
H5 (x3) 20430
H10 (x3) 20431

Electropolished stainless steel tag holder. Sold in bags of 3 units.
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KNIFE HOLDER AND HYGIENE BOXES
Polyethylene single knife scabbard Code

- 2111In white polyethylene, sterilizable. Easy to clean and full hygienic. Capacity: 1 knife.

Polyurethane single knife scabbard Code
- 1126Knife scabbard, polyurethane band with nickel-plated steel rivets, food safe. 1 case.

Height : 20 cm.

Polyurethane double knife scabbard LM Code
- 4390Knife scabbard, pure polyurethane body with a nickel-plated steel rivet, food safe. 2

cases. Height : 30 cm.

Plastic 4 knives scabbard Code
- 21619Knife scabbard in plastic with nickel-plated steel rivets, food safe. 4 removable plastic

cases, can be dismantled.

Polypropylene flat knife scabbard Code
2 PLACES SHORT 2121
2 PLACES LONG 2122
3 PLACES 2123

In white polypropylene, sterilizable. Removable front permits access for cleaning.
Available in 3 sizes. Can be used with our belts Code 2113 or 9244.
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Polyurethane butcher belt Code
- 9244Food safe polyurethane butcher belt for plastic knife scabbard. Length 1380 mm.

Polypropylene butcher belt Code
- 2113Food safe polypropylene butcher belt for plastic knife scabbard. Length 1200 mm.

Sharpening steel holder SM Code
- 9246Polyurethane sharpening steel holder with ring and snap in nickel-plated steel.
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Stainless steel knife hygiene box Code
4 KNV 1 SH.STEEL 12639
5KNV 1 SH. STEEL 1 GLOVE 20955

Knife hygiene box, in stainless steel 304. Fit with 3 guide supports in polyethylene.
Enables to store in a safety way, during or after work, knives, sharpening steel and
chainmail glove. Capacity : code 12639 = 4 knives and 1 sharpening steel and code
20955 = 5 knives, 1 sharpening steel and 1 chainmail glove

Stainless steel knife hygiene box 8 knives and 1 sharpening steel
Code

- 23141

Knife hygiene box, in stainless steel 304. Fit with 3 guide supports in polyethylene.
Enables to store in a safety way, during or after work, knives, sharpening steel... Capacity
: 8 knives and 1 sharpening steel.

Stainless steel knife hygiene box with place for Sharp'Easy
Code

- 21995

Knife hygiene box, in stainless steel 304. Enables to store in a safety way, during or after
work, 4 knives, 2 sharpening steels, 1 chainmail protective glove and 1 knife sharpener
Sharp'easy.

Stainless steel knife holder Code
- 7780Stainless steel 304L knife holder. Designed for the safe transport and storage, during or

after the working day, of 3 or 4 knives, one sharpening steel and one chainmail glove.
Also available in lockable model (code 7870).

Stainless steel lockable knife holder Code
- 7870Stainless steel 304L lockable knife holder. Designed for the safe transport and storage,

during or after the working day, of 3 or 4 knives, one sharpening steel and one chainmail
glove. Padlock separately sold. Also available in standard model (not lockable) (code
7780).
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Stainless steel hanger for knife holder Code
- 7869Stainless steel 304L hanger for knife holders (code 7780, 7870 and 21995) on

worktables, cutting tables... To be fixed on the table underframe.
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THERMOMETERS
Foldable digital thermometer Code

- 9627Electronic digital thermometer, with foldable probe not commutable. Pocket thermometer.
Range : -50 to +300°C.

Digital thermometer with probe Code
- 17752Digital thermometer with probe. Enables to measure temperature in hard to reach areas,

of products from liquid to semi-frozen and of the air. Easy to use. Range : -50 to +150°C.

Thermometer for oven with probe + alarm Code
- 21169Digital thermometer for oven, with probe and alarm. Ideal for checking core cooking.

Enables to program a set temperature. Range : 0 to +300°C.

Checktemp thermometer Code
- 7805High precision pocket thermometer. Offers a fast and precise temperature measuring.

Easy to use. Range : -50 to +150°C.

Testo watertight pocket thermometer Code
- 17627The watertight pocket thermometer IP67 suits for measuring temperature in food, of the

air or liquids. Probe length 120 mm. Range : -20 to 230°C.
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Testo 106 thermometer Code
CALIBRATED 12516
T1 UNCALIBRATED 12530

The Testo 106 thermometer suits for fast controls of core temperature thanks to its thin
and tough tip. Ideal for restaurants, hotels, kitchens, supermarkets... Small, compact, this
instrument is always within hand reach and can fit in any jacket pocket. Range : -50 to
+275°C. Available in calibrated or uncalibrated model.

Testo 110 thermometer Code
CALIBRATED 15540
UNCALIBRATED 15541

The Testo 110 thermometer is an electronic high precision instrument, for temperature
control and measuring. Specially designed for outside use, in food industries,
laboratories, refrigerated store rooms... Range : -50 to +150°C. Available in calibrated or
uncalibrated model. 

Testo 174T data logger thermometer Code
ONLY 17322
SET 15554

This Testo 174T mini data logger is ideal for the reliable monitoring of cooling chains and
sensitive goods. Simply placed near goods, for example in shelves or cold rooms, it
permanently controls temperatures, with accuracy and discretion. It can be quickly
programmed thanks to its USB interface. Range : -30 to +70°C. Two models available :
only or set.

Testo 826 T2 infrared thermometer Code
- 21362The Testo 826 T2 infrared thermometer suits for the quick checking without contact of

foodstuffs temperature. Marking laser sighting by 1 point. Enables to check the cold chain
during storage and transport without unnecessary destruction of products. Good
measurement accuracy. Waterproof and robust thanks to its Topsafe safety cap. Range :
-50 to +300°C.

Testo 104-IR infrared thermometer Code
- 21363The Testo 104-IR infrared thermometer is a waterproof thermometer combining an

immersion/penetration/atmosphere probe and an infrared sensor for temperature
measuring without contact. Marking laser sighting by 2 points with an optical 10:1 which
indicates the precise measurement zone and guarantees no mistake. It can be used for
any application in food industries. Handy and practical, it fits any pocket thanks to its
folding probe. Range : -50 to +250°C (CTN) and -30 to +250°C (infrared).
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Testo 805 infrared thermometer Code
- 17628This Testo 805 pocket thermometer enables to measure temperature without contact

(integrated infrared probe). Small and handy. High precision for food industries.
Watertight and tough thanks to its protective cover TopSafe. Range : -25 to +250°C.

Stem thermometer Code
- 5001Glass stem thermometer, graduated from +30 to +100°C.

Meat thermometer Code
- 2081Stainless steel probe. Especially suitable for measuring meat temperature (while

cooking). Graduated from 0 to +120°C.

Blue pen thermometer Code
- 21893Electronic digital thermometer, waterproof. HACCP standard EN13485. Temperature :

-50 to +200ï¿½C.

Pen thermometer Code
- 8396Electronic digital pen thermometer. Range : -50 to +300Â°C.
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Candy thermometer Code
POLYAMIDE SHEATH 8476
ST. STEEL SHEATH 21984

Candy thermometer, graduated from +80 to +200°C, sheath in food safe polyamide or
stainless steel.

Broth thermometer -10+120 Code
- 2080Broth thermometer, graduated from -10 to +120°C, food safe white polypropylene sheath.

Broth thermometer -50+50 Code
- 7078Broth thermometer, graduated from -50 to +50°C, food safe white polypropylene sheath.

Freezer thermometer Code
- 2082Freezer thermometer, graduated from -50 to +50Â°C, plastic sheath.

Water thermometer Code
- 9190Water thermometer, graduated from -10 to +60°C, food safe white polypropylene sheath.
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Testo 206 PH meter for liquid Code
- 12521The Testo 206 pH1 PH meter enables to quickly control in liquids environments.

Temperature probe, watertight, integrated for a precise temperature compensation.
Thanks to the protective cover "Top Safe" supplied with the instrument, it is also adapted
for an outside use and for an inimical industrial environment. Precise and universal
instrument. Resistant to dirt thanks to its protective cover. Measuring range : 0 to 14 pH
and 0 to +60°C.

Testo 205 PH meter for meat and liquid Code
- 12520The Testo 205 PH meter enables a fast and convenient measuring in meat processing

industries, also for use in liquids and little malleable substances. Its ergonomic design
and its surface display make it ideal for applications in production, incoming goods and
for repetitive measuring. The combination of the PH penetration tip and the temperature
probe for fast and accurate temperature compensation is unique. Automatic recognition
of a stable reading makes the whole measurement process much easier. Range : 0 to 14
pH and 0 to +60°C.

Hygrometer Code
- 17928Thermo-hygrometer 2 functions : a thermometer to measure temperature and a

hygrometer to measure the relative humidity in the air. Temperature range : -30 to +60°C.
Humidity range : 0% to 100% RH.

Salometer Code
- 6227Salometer in graduated glass from 1000 to 1250 g/l.
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S-HOOKS AND MEAT HOOKS
Stainless steel S-hook 2 points Code

60X3 /PIECE 21631
80X4 /PIECE 21632
100X4 /PIECE 21633
120X5 /PIECE 21634
140X5 /PIECE 21635
160X6 /PIECE 21636
180X6 /PIECE 21637
200X9 /PIECE 21638
220X10 /PIECE 21639
300X12 /PIECE 21640

Stainless steel "S"-hook, 2 points. Available in different dimensions.

Swiveling stainless steel S-hook Code
- 9701Swiveling stainless steel S-hook. Dimensions : 270x12 mm.

Stainless steel meat hook Code
LG.145MM WIRE D4 2154
LG.165MM WIRE D5 2155
LG.170MM WIRE D6 2153

Stainless steel meat hook. Available in different dimensions.
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Straight stainless steel meat hanger Code
- 12492Straight meat hanger, stainless steel, 10 hooks. Total height (with catching ring) : 1480

mm.

Stainless steel meat hanger with 18 hooks Code
- 10587Stainless steel meat hanger, 2 stages, 18 hooks. Total height (with catching ring) : 730

mm.

Stainless steel meat hanger with 10 hooks Code
- 15179Stainless steel meat hanger, 2 stages, 10 hooks. Total height (with catching ring) : 1080

mm.
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Breast hook Code
- 3936Breast hook, stainless steel 304, 3 spikes.

Hand boning hook Code
- 20595Hand boning hook. Round ergonomic handle for right and left hand. Hook in the middle of

the handle. Length 17 cm.

Stainless steel hook with 2 spikes Code
- 12396Hook in stainless steel 304, 2 spikes. Total length : 305 mm. Enables to bridle or maintain

the legs of animals tightened.

Polypropylene ham hanger Code
- 10539In polypropylene, EEC approved material. High resistance and several applications. One

hole at the top. Enables storage in a minimum space. Maximum load : 170 kgs. Height :
1020 mm.

Smoking stick Code
SS 1MTR 6852
ALU 1MTR 21882

Smoking stick, extruded star-shaped profile. Available in aluminum (code 21882) or in
stainless steel (code 6852). Sold in 1 meter bar.
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STRINGS NETTINGS ELASTIC BANDS
String Saucifil Code

CTFD 17953
FILPACK 25180

Polyester string which replaces natural linen for manual use or in machine, in compliance
with the regulation of food contact EC 10/2011. Smoothed aspect. Packed in 1 kg roll.
Diameter 3,5/2 , presentation : either centerfeed roll (without tube) or Filpack, i.e.
centerfeed roll( without tube) + plastic handle. Colour : white. Temperature resistance :
from -40°C to +220°C maximum.

String Rotifil Code
- 21904Polyester string, apt to be in contact with foodstuffs. Colour : white/red. Packed in roll of 1

kg (i.e. 1600 meters). In roll with tube, roll of 1 kg.

String Rotifil blue white red Code
- 23607Polyester string, apt to be in contact with foodstuffs. Colour : blue/white/red. to bring out

the French origin of your meats. Packed in roll of 1 kg (i.e. 1600 meters). In roll with tube,
roll of 1 kg.

Linen string Code
WHITE N POLI. 2.0/4 1KG 21050
WHITE POLI. 3.5/2 1KG 21051
WHITE POLI. 3.5/4 1.3KG 21052
RAW N POLI. 2.0/2 1KG 21053
RAW N POLI. 3.5/2 1KG 21054
RAW POLI. 2.0/4 1KG 21055
RAW POLI. 3.5/2 1KG 21056
RED/WH POLI. 3.5/2 1KG 21057
RED POLI. 3.5/3 1KG 21058
BLUE POLI. 3.5/4 1.3KG 21060
RED/YE 3.5/4 1.3KG 21901

100% linen string, flax linen for manual or machine use, such as tying cured meat
(sausages, blood sausages), shaping meat roasts... In compliance with the regulations
EC 1935/2004, EC 2023/2006. Packed in rolls of 1 to 1,3 kg each. Presented in roll with
tube. Available in different colours, polished or non polished. 

Linen saucifil string Code
- 23685Linen string for manual or machine use. In compliance with the Regulation on food

contact EU 10/2011. Smoothed aspect. Presented in roll with tube, roll of 1 kg. Diameter
3.5/4. Colour : green. Temperature resistance : -40°C to +100°C maximum.
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Rotifix string Code
2 STR. TUBE 20800
2 STR. CENTER 20801
2 STR. DEVIROLL 20802
3 STR. TUBE 20803
3 STR. FILPACK 20804

Polyester and viscose string which replaces Rayonne string and is in compliance with the
Regulation on food contact EU 10/2011. Colour : white. Packed in 1 kg roll. Available in
different models : 2 or 3 straws, in roll with tube or centerfeed (either without tube, or in
bucket (deviroll), or with plastic handle (Filpack)).

Roti string Code
- 20557Polyester string, 2 straws, food safe. Colour : white. Packed in 1 kg roll (i.e. 2500 meters).

In roll with tube.

Polypropylene string Code
500/1 2174
750/3 9213

Polypropylene string in roll of 2 kg. Colour : white. Available in 1 straw (500 m per kg) or 3
straws (250 m per kg).

Polypropylene string, cut pieces Code
- 16998Polypropylene string in cut pieces, 3 straws. Length : 80 cm. Colour : white. Packed in

carton of 20 kg.
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String holder Code
STANDARD 2188
REVERSE  2189

Stainless steel string holder. Available in standard model (over the suspension bar) and
reverse model (under the suspension bar). Dimensions : 18 x 13.5 x H.21 cm.

Kitchen string holder Code
- 2190Stainless steel kitchen string holder. Wire cutter, string guide rod. Dimensions : 18 x 12 x

H.18 cm.

Stainless steel twine reel Code
- 19112Stainless steel reel for twine. Overall dimensions : H.610 x W.150 x D.168 mm.
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Elastic netting Code
12 SQUARES 50M 2175
14 SQUARES 50M 2176
16 SQUARES 50M 2177
18 SQUARES 50M 2178
20 SQUARES 50M 2179
22 SQUARES 50M 7448
24 SQUARES 50M 5811

Food safe elastic netting, latex wire wrapped in polyester and chain 100% polyester. To
tie roasts, fresh meat, sausages... Available in different dimensions. To ease the net
loading, use a stuffing tube.

Elastic netting with double weaving Code
- 4531Food safe elastic netting, double weaving, latex wire wrapped in polyester and chain

100% polyester. To tie roasts, fresh meat, sausages... To ease the net loading, use a
stuffing tube.

Elastic netting hand-tied style Code
- 9655Food safe elastic netting hand-tied style, latex wire wrapped in polyester and chain 100%

polyester. To tie roasts, fresh meat, sausages... Dimension : 6 squares.

White stuffing tube Code
12 SQUARES 15978
14 SQUARES 15979
16 SQUARES 15980
18 SQUARES 15981

Stuffing tube and ogive in polypropylene to stuff roast net. White colour recommended for
stuffing machines. Available in different dimensions.

Orange stuffing tube Code
10 SQUARES 5067
12 SQUARES 5068
14 SQUARES 5070
16 SQUARES 5071
18 SQUARES 5072

Stuffing tube and ogive in polypropylene to stuff roast net. Orange colour recommended
for a hand stuffing. Available in different dimensions.
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Paupiettes loop Code
- 12387Paupiettes loop, in natural latex yarn with a polyester covering. Packed in 3 kg bag.

Poultry band Code
- 10170Poultry band, in 2 natural latex yarns with a polyester covering. To tie chickens, turkeys,

capons... Packed in 3 kg bag.

Polypropylene cord Code
D5 /100M 9085
D6 /220M 8412
D8 /100M 8413

Polypropylene cord in 100 meter coil (for diameters 5 and 8 mm) and in 220 meter coil
(for diameters 6 mm). Colour : white. Available in different diameters.

Rubber bands, blue or blond Code
80X5 BLOND 1KG 4483
90X3 BLOND 1KG 4482
100X10 BLOND 1KG 10435
120X5 BLUE 1KG 17158
150X10 BLUE 1KG 20611
180X15 BLUE 1KG 17157
200X10 BLUE 1KG 17159

Rubber bands, thickness 1.2 mm. Available in two colours : blond or blue. Available in
different dimensions. Packed in 1 kg bag.
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Cotton stockinette Code
REF32 - KG 17611
REF36 - KG 7294

Cotton stockinette to protect carcasses. Available in two sizes : code 17611 for calves
and porks (14 meters/kg) and code 7294 for beef (11 meters/kg). Packed in around 15 kg
bundles (code 17611) and 11 kg bundles (code 7294).

Polycotton stockinette Code
REF24-KG 15096
REF36-KG 11034

Stockinette in polyester and cotton to protect carcasses. Available in two sizes : code
15096 for hams, piglets, lambs... (23 meters/kg) and code 11034 for beef (21 meters/kg).
Packed in around 15 kg bundles (code 15096) and 11 kg bundles (code 11034).

Boneguard cloth Code
WIDTH230 12635
WIDTH330 15707

Boneguard cloth in polypropylene to protect bones. Used for example in slaughterhouses
to avoid the puncture of retractable plastic bags when vacuum packed and during
transportation and storage of protruding bones. Avoids leakage of vacuum packaging.
Sold in 100 meter roll. Two widths available : 230 and 330 mm.

Ham sleeve Code
- 20816Ham sleeve (or foam bag) in polyamide. Size 6 (approximate unstretched length 75 cm

and approximate stretched length 150 cm)

Polyester cooking netting Code
- 7027Cooking netting, 100% polyester. To cook ingredients, broth, sauces, meals...
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ACCESSORIES FOR CATERING TRADE
Stainless steel needle with blue handle Code

25CM 20551
30CM 20552

Straight stainless steel needle, blue polypropylene handle, ball tip. Available in different
lengths.

Straight stainless steel trussing needle Code
LG.20 3782
LG.25 3783

Straight trussing needle. Stainless steel. Available in different lengths.

Sausage prickers Code
3 PRICKS 5701
6 PRICKS 5702

Stainless steel sausage prickers, black moulded food safe polypropylene handle.
Available with 3 or 6 pricks.

Bamboo flag picks Code
- 21063Bamboo picks, "flag" shape. Length : 15 cm. Sold by 1000.

Wood picks Code
1 TIP 9286
2 TIPS 12491

High quality wood picks. Length 65 mm. Available with 1 or 2 tips. Packed in box of 1000
pieces.
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Wood skewer Code
200X3.7 20682
240X3.6 3935
300X3.7 20579

Wood skewers, 1 tip. Available in different dimensions. Packed by 1000.

Stainless steel skewer Code
LG.170 /100 25187
LG.250 /100 15073

Stainless steel skewer, oval-shaped spadel. Available in different dimensions. Packed in
carton of 1500 skewers for the code 25187 and in carton of 1000 skewers for the code
15073. 

Kebabs preparation appliance (81 kebabs) Code
- 5256Kebabs preparation appliance for 81 kebabs, in stainless steel. Top and bottom plates in

polyethylene 500. Dimensions : 250x250x height 215 mm.
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Stainless steel cheese wire Code
LG.800 /100 6413
LG.1000 /100 6414

Stainless steel 304L cheese wire, food safe. Plastic handles. Available in different
dimensions. 100 pieces in a bag.

Stainless steel spacing Code
SPACING  2055
WIRE /100 2059

Stainless steel spacing. For wire of 21 cm. Wires are sold by 100 pieces.

Stainless steel foie gras spacing Code
SPACING 20019
WIRE /100 20020

Stainless steel foie gras spacing. Interval : 12 cm. The wires are sold by 100.

Cheese cutter on base BOSKA Code
BOSKA CHEESE CUTTER 21381
BOSKA WIRE 240MM /10 21382
SS BRACKET 21383

Cheese cutter. Tubes, wires and bracket in stainless steel. Base in polyethylene.
Diameter : 290 mm.

Cheese girolle and cover Code
- 20021Utensil for scraping cheese into the form of beautiful curled flowers of cheese called

Girolle. Enables to enrich your cheese platter with an original twist. Supplied with a
polycarbonate cover.
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Cheese blocker BOSKA Code
COMPLETE 8MM 20449
BASE 20445
FRAME 8MM x2 20447
FRAME 16MM X2 20446
WIRES 250MM X10 20448

Cheese blocker, manual, ideal to quickly transform your cheese in sticks, slices or cubes.
Can be used with all kinds of cheese. Code 20449 : complete cheese blocker 8 mm
(base+frame 8 mm+wires), code 20445 : only base, code 20446 : frame 16 mm (x2),
code 20447 : frame 8 mm (x2) and code 20448 : 250 mm wires (x10).

Cheese divider Code
CHEESE DIVIDER  25157
STRAIGHT BLADE 25158
CENTRAL BLOCK BLADE 25159
SEMICIRCULAR PINS  25160

Cheese divider for an easy cutting without losses. To finish with muscle pain due to
cheese cutting, use this cheese divider with a lever system to cut medium-hard cheese
with ease. Blades separately sold.

Cheese slicer Unika+ Code
- 23673Electrical cheese slicer for an easy and regular cheese cutting. Wedge-shaped cutting

technique to allow round cheeses to be sliced with less cutting loss. Heating element for
an easier cutting. Cut thickness adjustable from 1 to 15 mm. For semi-hard and hard
cheeses weighing up to 16 kg.
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Exoglass dough scraper Code
STRAIGHT 9281
ROUND 9837

Exoglass dough scraper, stiff, made of composite material, sterilizable. Available in round
or straight shape.

Polypropylene dough scraper Code
RECT. 6381
TRAPEZ. BLUE 7013

One-piece polypropylene dough scraper. Available in rectangular or trapezoidal shape.

Stainless steel dough scraper with plastic handle
Code

- 9070

Flexible dough scraper, straight, in stainless steel, white plastic handle.

Stainless steel scraper Code
- 6380Stiff and straight dough scraper, in stainless steel, one-piece, bevelled cutting edge.

Stainless steel dough scraper with polypropylene handle
Code

STIFF STRAIGHT 9256
STIFF ROUND 9254
FLEXIBLE STRAIGHT 9241
FLEXIBLE ROUND 9255

Stainless steel dough scraper, polyamide handle. Available in round or straight shape
and in flexible or stiff quality.
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Stainless steel coating spatula Code
- 6405For chocolate. Stainless steel blade. Black polypropylene handle.

Scraper for wooden board Code
- 21450Stainless steel scraper for board. Black thermoplastic handle.

Coloured PVC scraper Code
- 2187PVC scraper. Dimensions : 115x75 mm. Assorted colours (the colours can be different

depending on the manufacturer's productions). Packed in bag of 10 pieces.

Polyamide scraper Code
- 6866Polyamide scraper. Dimensions : 120x95 mm.

Scraper for bowl Code
- 17070Soft scraper, semi-circle, for bowl. Dimensions : 155 x height 120 mm.
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Aluminum funnel for pudding Code
- 2168Aluminum funnel for pudding. Diameter : 25 mm.

Stainless steel piston funnel Code
- 7850Stainless steel piston funnel, with 3 flows, waterproof. Capacity : 1.9 liters (optional

support, separately sold = code Bobet 23786).

Stainless steel chef funnel Code
D120 6551
D200 6357

Stainless steel chef funnel. Available in different diameters.

White plastic funnel Code
D120 17782
D150 17783
D250 17784

Food safe PEHD funnel. Colour : natural. Available in different dimensions : funnel D.120
mm - output D.12 mm, funnel D.150 mm - output D.13 mm, funnel D.250 mm - output
D.24 mm.
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Stainless steel chinese strainer Code
D100 H 1.5 6552
D140 H 1.5 6925
D180 H 1.5 6391
D200 H 1.5 6926
D230 H 1.5 6379

Chinese strainer, in stainless steel with hook and support foot. Thin perforation : 1.5 mm.
Available in different diameters.

Exoglass bouillon strainer Code
- 20764One-piece bouillon strainer made of Exoglass composite material. Fine stainless steel

mesh, 2 hooks. Fine sifting : sieve 0.45 mm. Diameter : 200 mm.

Stainless steel holder for funnel Code
- 20087Stainless steel holder for funnels, bouillon strainers, chinese strainers, piston

funnels...Dimensions : D.140 mm x H.215 mm.

Aluminum oil colander (handles and feet) Code
D360 8442
D400 5008

Aluminum oil colander with riveted handles and feet. Available in different diameters.

Aluminum vegetable colander Code
- 8536Vegetable colander, conical, hooped base, in aluminum and with riveted handles.

Diameter 600 mm.
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Stainless steel colander with 2 handles Code
D300 6618
D400 9086

Stainless steel conical colander, with handles. Available in different diameters.

Stainless steel colander with handle Code
- 8416Stainless steel conical colander with handle. Diameter : 295 mm.

Stainless steel mesh strainer Code
D100 17811
D180 6354

Strainer, stainless steel metal mesh.
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Automatic flour sieve Code
- 8852Automatic sieve with handle, full stainless steel. Diameter 123mm.

Stainless steel flour sieve Code
D300 M16 9066
D300 M20 9036
D400 M20 8842

Full stainless steel sieve, removable stainless steel mesh. Available in different diameters
and different meshes.

Replacement mesh for stainless steel sieve Code
M20 9631
M25 9092

Replacement mesh for stainless steel sieve, diameter 400 mm.

Plastic flour sieve Code
M8 8196
M12 9952
M18 8307
M24 6549

Flour sieve with a plastic body, steel mesh. Diameter : 300 mm. Available with different
meshes.
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Stainless steel kitchenbowl Code
- 5230Stainless steel kitchenbowl with hook. Capacity 2 liters.

Aluminum kitchenbowl Code
- 2170Aluminum kitchenbowl. Capacity 2 liters.

Stainless steel stockpot Code
D240 21192
D280 21193
D320 21194
D360 21195
D400 21196

Stainless steel stockpot, welded handles. Lid separately sold. Available in different
dimensions.

Stainless steel sauce pot Code
D240 6371
D280 8397
D320 6372
D360 6593
D400 8430

Stainless steel sauce pot, welded handles. Lid separately sold. Available in different
dimensions.

Stainless steel saute pan with handles Code
D320 6395
D360 6390

Saute pan, stainless steel, welded handles. Lid separately sold. Available in different
dimensions.
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Stainless steel lid Code
D240 7088
D280 21197
D320 6564
D360 8837
D400 6563

Stainless steel lid. Available in different dimensions.

Aluminum sauce pot Code
D280 8851
D320 9292
D360 7022
D400 6652
D500 8336

Sauce pot in aluminum, riveted handles. Lid separately sold. Available in different
dimensions.

Aluminum lid Code
D280 6351
D320 7072
D360 7070
D400 6608
D500 9196

Aluminum lid. Available in different dimensions.

Stainless steel casserole dish for 36 feet Code
- 11347Casserole dish for 36 feet, in stainless steel 304L. Overall dimensions : L.548 x w.298

mm. Pan height : 224 mm. Used to cook stew, pork feet...
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Black pudding plate Code
D400 6666
D500 6665

Black pudding or sea-food plate in aluminum. Available in 2 diameters : 400 or 500 mm.

Paella pan Code
- 8990Round frypan with handles, ideal for paella. Its heavy-gauge thickness (3 mm) allows

foodstuffs to simmer. Diameter : 400 mm.

Aluminum roasting pan Code
LG.40X32 7015
LG.50X40 4987
LG.60X48 7484

Aluminum rectangular roasting pan, with riveted handles. Available in different
dimensions.

Stainless steel sauce pan Code
D180 20001
D200  20450
D240 20002
D280 20004

Stainless steel sauce pan, welded handle. All hobs including induction. Available in
different dimensions.

Non-stick round frying pan Code
D200 12380
D240 12029
D280 12027
D320 12381
D360 12382
D400 12383

Non-stick round frying pan, very thick pure aluminum. Thickness 4 to 5 mm. Available in
different diameters.
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Stainless steel hemispherical bowl Code
D200 5891
D250 5892
D300 5003
D350 5002
D400 5893

Hemispherical bowl known as "cul-de-poule", in stainless steel, polished finish. Round
opened edge. Available in different dimensions.

Stainless steel bowl with round open edge Code
D200 6569
D240 6427
D280 6570
D320 6571
D360 9414
D400 9415

Pastry bowl in stainless steel, polished finish. Flat bottom and round open edge. Available
in different dimensions.

Hemispherical dome mould, stainless steel Code
D60 9940
D80 8677
D100 9130
D120 8534

Hemispherical dome mould, in stainless steel, very smooth, for an easy release. Available
in different dimensions.

Polypropylene hemispherical mixing bowl Code
D190  8544
D240  9005
D325  7804

White polypropylene hemispherical mixing bowl. Resistance : -20 to +100°C. Available in
different dimensions.

Flexible squeeze bottle Code
- 20080Flexible squeeze bottle in clear polyethylene. Capacity : 70 cl. Dimensions : H.240 x D.70

mm.
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Stainless steel graduated pitcher Code
PITCHER 0.25L 30176
PITCHER+FOOT 1L 7326
PITCHER+FOOT 2L 4994

Stainless steel graduated pitcher with handle. Different capacities available with or
without foot.

Polypropylene graduated pitcher with closed handle
Code

0.5L 12536
1L 6935
2L 15436

Clear polypropylene graduated pitcher with closed handle and spout. Different capacities
available.

Polypropylene graduated pitcher with opened handle
Code

3L 15140
5L 15141

Clear polypropylene graduated pitcher with opened handle and spout. Different capacities
available.

Graduated jug 6000 Code
BLUE 23519
RED 23580
GREEN 23581
YELLOW 23582

Polypropylene graduated jug , with handle and spout. Capacity : 2 liters. Dimensions
L.140 x W.225 x H.215 mm. Available in different colours.

Stainless steel stackable jug Code
1L 5009
1.5L 6399
2L 7329

Stainless steel stackable jug. Available in 1 liter, 1.5 liters, 2 liters.
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Stainless steel wire skimmer Code
D140 6514
D180 6613
D220 8989

Stainless steel wire skimmer. Available in different dimensions.

Reinforced stainless steel wire skimmer Code
- 9665Reinforced stainless steel wire skimmer. Diameter 280 mm.

Stainless steel skimmer Code
D80 6385
D100 6384
D120 6611
D140 6535
D160 6517
D200 2171

Stainless steel one-piece skimmer. Available in different dimensions.

Black nylon skimmer Code
- 20095Black polyamide skimmer. Resists up to +220°C. Length : 310 mm. Diameter : 100 mm.
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Meat fork L. 380 mm Code
- 9195Stainless steel 18/10 meat fork, very strong, one-piece.

Meat fork L. 500 mm Code
- 6639Stainless steel 18/10 meat fork, very strong, one-piece.

Stainless steel giant whisk Code
LG.1000 20759
LG.1200 20760

Giant whisk named purée beater in stainless steel. Overmoulded reinforced wires. 2
models available : total length 1000 or 1200 mm.

GOMA kitchen whisk Code
25 CM 23121
30 CM 23122
35 CM 23123
40 CM 23124
45 CM 23125
50 CM 23126

Kitchen whisk, anti-slip polypropylene handle, wires in spring stainless steel that cannot
be separated from the handle. Available in different dimensions.
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Exoglass giant spatula Code
LG.800MM 9972
LG.1000MM 15390

Giant spatula. Exoglass blade (polypropylene and glass) and stainless steel handle. Heat
resistant up to 220°C. Available in different dimensions.

Elvéa spatula Code
LG.250  6995
LG.350  7832
LG.450  6936

Elvéa white spatula, Exoglass handle, thermoplastic elastomer blade. Heat resistant up to
70°C. Available in different dimensions.

High temperature Elveo spatula Code
- 20814Elveo spatula, Exoglass handle, in composite material, resistant up to 200°C, flexible

blade resistant up to 260°C. Total length 450 mm.

Beechwood spatula Code
LG.350  6509
LG.500  6580
LG.800  7769
LG.1000  8303
LG.1200  2108

Beechwood spatula, type great cooking, thick handle, polished beechwood. Available in
different dimensions.

White polyglass spatula Code
LG.250 7690
LG.300 7674
LG.350 7833
LG.400 7770
LG.450 8338
LG.500 7668

White polyglass (polypropylene and glass) spatula. Resistant up to 220ï¿½C. Available in
different dimensions.
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Polyamide plain spatula Code
- 6966Polyamide bent spatula, matte grey. Specially designed for non-stick pots. Total length :

300 mm.

Black nylon perforated spatula Code
- 20100Perforated spatula, in black polyamide. Resists up to +220²C. Length : 35 cm.

Stainless steel perforated or plain spatula Code
PERFORATED 6513
PLAIN 8994

One-piece kitchen spatula, stainless steel. Total length : 500 mm. Available in plain or
perforated version.

Stainless steel spatula with plastic handle Code
12CM 4683
15CM 4684
18CM 4685
21CM 4686
23CM 4687
25CM 4688
30CM 4689
35CM 4690
40CM 17839

Spatula. Stainless steel blade, flexible. Overmoulded black polypropylene handle.

Stainless steel offset spatula Code
24CM 8414
29CM 8930

Offset spatula, stainless steel flexible blade. Black moulded handle. Available in different
dimensions.
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Stainless steel triangular scraper Code
SM BLADE 12X8 7081
LM BLADE 13X10 4015

Scraper. Stainless steel triangular blade, mirror polish. Polymere black handle.

Stainless steel plain spatula Code
- 4691Plain spatula. Stainless steel blade 14 cm. Black moulded ABS handle.

Stainless steel grat spatula Code
- 20066Grat spatula (perforated). Stainless steel blade, 15cm. Black polypropylene overmoulded

handle.

Stainless steel perforated spatula Code
- 20041Perforated spatula. Stainless steel blade, 15 cm. Black polypropylene overmoulded

handle.

Wide bent stainless steel spatula Code
- 8496Wide bent spatula. Stainless steel blade 15 cm. Width 8 cm. Black polypropylene

overmoulded handle.
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Stainless steel pie server Code
- 6448One-piece stainless steel pie server. Length : 240 mm.

Stainless steel ladle Code
D60 6338
D80 5871
D100 6310
D120 6311
D140 6306
D160 6397
D180 6589
D200 6330

Ladle, also known as ladle bowl, one-piece, in stainless steel. Available in different
dimensions.

Stainless steel fruit ladle Code
- 9338Stainless steel fruit ladle with a spout. Diameter : 60 mm. Total height : 200 mm

Pizza ladle with flat bottom Code
- 20114Stainless steel pizza ladle. Flat bottom ideal for topping. Diameter : 85 mm. Capacity of

145 ml which corresponds to the standard quantity of tomato sauce for a pizza. Total
height 320 mm.

Stainless steel one-piece ladle Code
- 8308One-piece ladle with a spout in stainless steel. Diameter : 60 mm. Total height 320 mm.
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Stainless steel stew spoon Code
SIDE 6590
STRAIGHT 4993

Stainless steel one-piece basting spoon. Two models available : straight spoon or side
spoon.

Stainless steel basting spoon Code
- 20092Straight basting spoon, in stainless steel. Total height : 380 mm.

Black plexi plain spoon Code
- 25231Plain spoon,in black plexi. Length : 24 cm.

Black nylon plain spoon Code
- 20093Plain serving spoon, in black polyamide. Resists up to +220°C. Length : 35 cm.

Black nylon perforated spoon Code
- 20094Perforated serving spoon, in black polyamide. Resists to +220°C. Length : 35 cm.
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Spaghetti spoon Code
- 25240Serving spoon for long pasta. Overmoulded polypropylene black handle. Length : 31 cm.

Stainless steel perforated serving spoon Code
- 20120Perforated serving spoon, in stainless steel. Length : 34 cm.

Perforated spoon 28 cm Code
- 20009Perforated serving spoon. Overmoulded black polypropylene handle. Length : 28 cm.

Plain spoon 28 cm Code
- 20008Plain serving spoon. Overmoulded black polypropylene handle. Length : 28 cm.

Plain spoon 34 cm Code
- 20069Plain serving spoon. Antislip handle, resistant to heat up to +120°C. Length : 34 cm.
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Stainless steel plain spoon 32.5 cm Code
- 23144Plain serving spoon, in stainless steel, one-piece. Length : 32.5 cm.

RESTO stainless steel flatware Code
TEASPOON 17687
SOUP SPOON 17688
FORK 17686

Flatware.

Stainless steel measuring spoon (x4) Code
- 25227Set of 4 measuring spoons in stainless steel. Welded stainless steel handle. From 1 to 15

ml. Permanent marking of the quantities measured.

Stainless steel ice cream scoop Code
D50 7813
D57 7811

Ice cream scoop with clip, round scoop. Stainless steel. Available in different dimensions.

Ice cream paddle Code
- 21166Ice cream paddle
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Fork (dipping tool) Code
- 8478Dipping tool (especially for chocolate). Rigid stainless steel wire spit, polypropylene

handle. Total length : 200 mm.

Offset fork 2 prongs Code
26CM 851
32CM 6335

Offset kitchen fork. Stainless steel offset blade. 2 prongs. Overmoulded black
polypropylene handle.

Offset fork 3 prongs Code
- 6307Offset kitchen fork. Stainless steel offset blade. 3 prongs. Overmoulded black

polypropylene handle.

Offset fork 4 prongs Code
- 20010Offset kitchen fork (sauerkraut fork). Stainless steel offset blade. 4 prongs. Overmoulded

black polypropylene handle.

Forged fork 2 prongs Code
23CM 20065
32CM 9062

Chef fork. Stainless steel forged blade. Black thermoplastic handle. Available in small or
large model.
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Stainless steel spaghetti tongs Code
- 7003Stainless steel tongs for spaghettis or asparagus.

Exoglass serving tongs Code
- 9099Serving tongs in Exoglass composite material. Multi-purpose spring tongs. Colour : white.

Polyamide serving tongs Code
25CM 20119
32CM 20098

Polyamide serving tongs. Multi-purpose spring tongs. Colour : black.

Stainless steel serving tongs Code
- 7031Stainless steel serving tongs. Multi-purpose spring tongs.

Stainless steel universal serving tongs Code
- 7002Stainless steel serving tongs.
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Pastry scissors Code
- 20097Stainless steel scissors, polished mirror. Length : 180 mm.

Salad tongs Code
- 7005Stainless steel tongs. Length : 250 mm.

Asparagus tongs Code
- 20106Stainless steel tongs. Ideal to serve asparagus. Plastic moulded rings. For right and

left-handed. Length : 240 mm.

Tongs for steak Code
- 9881Stainless steel tongs. Length : 530 mm.

Ham clamp Code
- 21641Stainless steel 304 ham clamp. Dimensions : 10,5 x 5,3 cm
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Pastry tongs Code
- 6494Stainless steel pastry tongs.

Aluminum seafood crackers Code
- 25117Aluminum seafood crackers, covered with a coating specially designed for the

dishwasher. Length : 150 mm.

Fish bone tweezers Code
- 7637Stainless steel fish bone tweezers.

Fish bone tweezers with plain handle Code
- 7916Stainless steel fish bone tweezers. Ergonomic plain handle.

One-piece fish bone tweezers Code
- 7915Stainless steel fish bone tweezers. One-piece, bevelled edges.
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Stainless steel larding needle Code
- 7848Makes it easy to lard meat. Stainless steel blade, 25 cm. Black ABS handle.

Oyster knife with guard Code
- 21705Oyster knife with guard, stainless steel blade, polypropylene handle. Blade length : 60

mm. Colour : black.

Oyster knife with polypropylene handle Code
- 17753Oyster knife with polypropylene handle, stainless steel blade.

Scallop shell knife 11 cm Code
- 15893Scallop shell knife, stainless steel blade. It enables easy and safe opening of shells and

to take-off molluscs. Blade length : 11 cm.

Apple corer Code
- 6441Apple corer, diameter 14 mm. Stainless steel blade. Overmoulded black polypropylene

handle.
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Handy peeler Code
- 15180Handy peeler with a stainless steel handle, blade in steel XC75 and an aluminum alloy

rivet suitable for food contact.

Handy peeler fixed blade Code
- 4679Peeler. Stainless steel blade. Overmoulded black polypropylene handle.

Handy peeler swivel blade Code
- 6440Peeler. Polished stainless steel swivel blade. Black polypropylene ergonomic handle. For

right and left-hander.

Lemon stripper Code
- 4694Lemon stripper for right-handed. Polypropylene handle.

Lemon zester Code
- 4693Lemon zester. Black polypropylene handle.
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Sandwiches cutter Code
CUTTER 20090
BLADE  20089

Sandwiches cutter, to open the baguette on one side. Made in stainless steel. Steel
stand, epoxy coated. Interchangeable blade in hardened stainless steel. Can be fixed
horizontally on a table or vertically on a wall or with the stand clamp.

Heavy mincer Code
1 BLADE 10169
2 BLADES 21872

Heavy mincer. Stainless steel blade. 2 polypropylene handles. Available with 1 or 2
blades.

Mandoline slicer Code
- 6868Stainless steel. Adjustable cut thickness. Blade with a straight side and a serrated one.

Slices, sticks, potato chips, wafers, French fries, matchsticks... in seconds and in three
different thickness cuts. Optional stainless steel pusher.

Apple slicer Code
- 20108Apple slicer with suction cup. In nickel-plated steel and aluminum alloy. Peels, cores and

slices in one step. Delivered with a clamp to fasten to a work top. Overall dimensions :
305x110x height 135 mm.

API apple peeler Code
- 20452Apple peeler made of wear resistant composite material, tainted in the mass. Stainless

steel blade. Possible settings to accomodate the variety of apple used. Delivered with a
clamp but can also be screwed on the work top. Overall dimensions : 340x100x height
200 mm.
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Apple divider 8 slices Code
- 9513Apple divider, stainless steel blades, ABS handles. Enables to cut in eight equal slices in

one step.

Mango-cutter Code
- 21770Mango cutter. Stainless steel blade. Dimensions : L.20 x W.10.5 cm. 

Aluminum egg slicer Code
- 8935Aluminum and epoxy egg slicer with base. Enables to slice eggs.

Stainless steel egg cutter Code
- 15983Egg cutter, stainless steel handle. Enables to form quarters.

Strawberry huller Code
- 21874Stainless steel pliers to ease the strawberry hulling.
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Composite round fluted cutter Code
D40 21784
D50 21987
D100 21168

Polyglass round fluted cutter, composite material. Available in different diameters.

Composite round flutted cutters (Box 9) Code
- 21992Box of round cutters in Polyglass, composite material. Box of 9 flutted cutters : diameter

20 to 100 mm.

Composite round plain cutter Code
D30 9827
D50 7346

Polyglass round plain cutter, composite material. Available in different diameters.

Composite round plain cutters (Box 9) Code
- 6323Polyglass round cutter box, composite material. Box of 9 plain cutters, pair : diameter 20

to 100 mm.

Opera cake frame Code
- 20000Stainless steel opera cake frame. Dimensions : 570x370x45 mm.
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Stainless steel genoese pan Code
- 21398Stainless steel genoese pan. Straight edges. Refrigerator special. Watertight, soldered

corners. For biscuits, flans, rice cakes... Dimensions : L.590 x W.390 x H.60 mm

Stainless steel mousse ring Code
D140 20049
D180 20050
D220 8519
D260 6458

Round pastry ring, also known as mousse or entremets ring. In stainless steel. Height :
45 mm. Available in different diameters.

Round quick plastic mould Code
MOULD 35 CAKES 21804
EXTRACTOR  21805
CUTTER  21806

Plastic mould with 35 round footprints (diameter 6.5 cm) to allow the rapid production of
individual cakes or petits fours. Demoulding easily done thanks to the mould-shaped
extractor. Can be used in negative cold room. 

Precut polypropylene pastry ribbon Code
- 20129Polypropylene pastry ribbon. Precut. For rings diameter 75 to 80 mm. Packed by 500

sheets.

PVC pastry ribbon Code
- 25132PVC pastry ribbon, very transparent and glossy. For mousses, entremets, charlottes...

Height 45 mm. Thickness 150 microns. Supplied with a double sided adhesive. Roll of
250 meters.
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Copper cannelé mould Code
- 20455Cannele mould in tinned copper inside. Diameter : 55 mm. Height : 55 mm.

Plain crusted pate mould Code
- 8610Plain crusted pate mould with Exopan bottom. For making snacks the form of crusted

pate filled slices.

Sugar shaker with 2.5 mm holes Code
- 6446Sugar shaker in stainless steel. Bayonet shaped lid with 2.5 mm holes. Capacity : 30 cl.

Sugar shaker with 1.5 mm holes Code
- 9079Stainless steel 18/10 sugar shaker. Screw-on lid with 1.5 mm holes. Capacity : 40 cl.
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Flat polyester brush UST Code
- 21923Flat brush, Ultra Safe Technology range. Polyester soft bristles, 57 mm. Width 30 mm.

Ideal when allergens are a risk or in bakeries/pastries. Colour : blue.

Flat polyester brush 5552 Code
30 mm 5552303 BLUE 23311
50 mm 5552503 BLUE 23312
50 mm 5552504 RED 23313
70 mm 5552703 BLUE 23314

Flat brush. Soft polyester bristles of 45 mm. Ideal for the application of powders, sugars,
eggs and other marinades... Available in different colours and different widths. 

Round polyester glazing brush Code
BLUE 10360
YELLOW 10361
RED 10362
GREEN 10363

Pastry brush. Polyester soft bristles, 58 mm. Dimensions: Diameter 20 mm. Available in
different colours.

Flat kitchen brush in silk Code
25MM  9185
30MM  9186
35MM  9187
40MM  9188
45MM  9189
50MM  9004
70MM  8834

Kitchen brush, pastry brush. Natural silk bristles. Handle and collar in composite material.
Available in different widths.
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Transparent yule log tube Code
- 21776Yule log tube in transparent blue Tritan, one-piece. One side flat and the other one

serrated. 8 teeth.

Transparent Saint Honore tube Code
- 20113Saint-Honore tube in transparent blue Tritan, one-piece, undeformable and unbreakable.

Diameter : 14 mm.

Sultane tube Code
- 25131Sultane tube for decorating puff pastries. In copolyester, undeformable and unbreakable.

Flat cone.

Clear plain tube Code
U6 (X2) 17364
U14 (X2) 20064
U15 (X2) 17359
U16 (X2) 17363

Clear plain tube, one-piece, undeformable and unbreakable. Box of 2 tubes. Available in
different dimensions.

Clear star tube B to F Code
B8 (x1) 21781
C8 (X2) 6332
D6 (X2) 17357
D8 (X2) 9307
E8 (X2) 20109
F8 (X2) 20110

Clear star tube, one-piece, undeformable and unbreakable. Models B to F. Box of 2 tubes
(except for the code 21781 = box of 1 tube). Available in different dimensions.
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Tranparent star tube (box 6) Code
- 17873Star tube in tranparent blue Tritan, one-piece, undeformable and unbreakable. Box of 6

tubes (C8, D8, E8, F8, C6 and D6).

Stainless steel yule log tube Code
16MM (X2) 25119
20MM (X2) 25118
28MM (X2) 20063

Stainless steel yule log tube, one-piece. One flat side and one wavy side. Box of 2 tubes.
Available in different dimensions.

Stainless steel express yule log tube Code
SM 20111
LM 20112

Stainless steel yule log tube, used to quickly decorate yule logs. Available in 2
dimensions : code 20111 (small model 14 teeth) and code 20112 (large model 24 teeth).

Stainless steel plain tube Code
U2 (X2) 25123
U4 (X2) 25124
U5 (X2) 20457
U6 (X2) 25125
U8 (X2) 9830
U10 (X2) 17358
U12 (X2) 25126
U14 (X2) 25127
U16 (X2) 25128
U18 (X2) 25129
U20 (X2) 25130

Stainless steel plain tube, one-piece. Box of 2 tubes. Available in different dimensions.

Stainless steel plain tube (box 6) Code
- 21549Stainless steel plain tube, one-piece. Box of 6 tubes ( U2, U4, U6, U8, U12 and U14)
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Stainless steel plain tube (x12) Code
- 21165Stainless steel plain tube, one-piece. Box of 12 tubes, (diameter 4 to 15 mm).

Stainless steel star tube A to F Code
A6 D3 (X2) 17352
A8 D5 (X2) 17353
B6 D5 (X2) 17354
C5 D7 (X2) 17355
C6 D7 (X2) 20458
D7 D11 (X2) 20459
D8 D11 (X2) 25120
E8 D13 (X2) 25121
F7 D18 (X2) 20460
F8 D18 (X2) 25122

Stainless steel star tube, one-piece. Models A to F. Box of 2 tubes. Available in different
dimensions.

Stainless steel star tube (box 6) Code
- 15097Stainless steel star tube, one-piece. Box including 6 tubes (A8, B8, C8, D8, E8 and F8)

Filling tubes (X3) Code
- 20461Filling tubes in stainless steel. Box of 3 units diameter 4, 6 and 8 mm.
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Tubes apprentice's choice (Box 12) Code
- 21800Tubes Apprentice's choice. Box of 12 tubes in transparent blue Tritan, one-piece.

Includes : 5 plain tubes of different dimensions, 5 star tubes of different dimensions, 1
yule log tube and 1 leaf tube n°2.

Tubes delicatessen's choice (Box 12) Code
- 21801Tubes Delicatessen's choice. Box of 12 tubes in transparent blue Tritan, one-piece.

Includes : 4 plain tubes of different dimensions, 4 star tubes of different dimensions, 2
tubes PF10 and PF14, 1 log tube 8 teeth and 1 leaf tube N°2. 

Tubes baker's choice (Box 24) Code
- 21803Tubes Baker's choice. Box of 24 tubes in transparent blue Tritan, one-piece. Includes : 10

plain tubes of different dimensions, 12 star tubes of different dimensions, 1 log tube 8
teeth and 1 leaf tube N°2.
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Bimar flexible pastry bag Code
- 9526Bimar flexible pastry bag, in nylon, waterproof, boil proof, with adjustable tip. Length 600

mm. 

Export pastry bag Code
LG.340 8839
LG.400 6316
LG.500 6309
LG.700 7717

Export pastry bag, in plastic coated fabric, stuck, waterproof, with adjustable narrow tip.
Available in different dimensions.

Nylon pastry bag Code
LG.300 6505
LG.350 6506
LG.400 7057
LG.450 7105
LG.500 5005
LG.600 8197

Extra-flexible pastry bag, nylon soldered, waterproof, with adjustable tip. Available in
different dimensions.

Disposable bag, triangular box Code
- 15047Disposable pastry bags, in polyethylene. Thickness : 85 microns. Packed in 100 bags

dispenser carton.
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Silicon sugar leaf mould Code
- 21551Silicon dual imprint mould. For quick creation of sugar ribbed leaves. Dimensions : 50 x

35 mm.

Silform sheet for Paris-Brest Code
- 20456Silform sheet with 24 moulds for Paris-Brest, suitable for baking choux pastry and blind

baking of tartlet bases. Dimensions: 600 x 400 mm.

Baking paper Code
- 9663Baking paper. Silicone paper, double side, non stick. For cooking, frying, freezing,

decorating, storing, interleaving... Ready to use.Dimensions : 600x400 mm. Dispenser
carton of 250 sheets.

Cooking mat Code
- 7710Exopat non stick cooking mat in silicon impregnated knitted glass fabric. Suits for any

baking on sheets of pastries, breads, confectionary and nougatine related baking.
Resistant from -40 to +300°C. Recommended use with baking sheet or grid. Dimensions :
585x385 mm.

Baking beans Code
- 6865Baking beans. Food safe. For blind baking of bases of all shapes. Impeccable results for

uniform and perfect bake.
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Wood rolling pin Code
- 17933Beechwood rolling pin. Length 430 mm.

Polyethylene rolling pin Code
- 20032Polyethylene rolling pin. Length 490 mm.

Extendable roller Code
- 6547Roller with plain wheels. In chrome-plated steel, includes several stems with cutting

wheels D.55 mm, this appliance can simultaneously cut several uniform strips 10 to 120
mm wide.

Roller docker Code
- 8814Roller docker. For quickly piercing dough strips in a regular manner in record time.

Sturdy, polyamide roller, polypropylene handle.

Plastic roller docker Code
- 5703In plastic.
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Plastic lattice pie top cutter Code
- 7845Lattice pie top cutter in plastic. Length : 100 mm.

3 sided decorating comb Code
- 17832In polypropylene. 3 teeth pitches : 4.5 - 6.5 - 12 mm.

Yellow grignette with fixed blade Code
- 20117Grignette with fixed blade. Baker's blade enabling to cut patterns in the dough before the

bread baking. 10 pieces in a bag.

Green grignette with non reversible fixed blade
Code

- 20118

Grignette with non reversible fixed blade (soft plastic with shape memory). Baker's blade
enabling to cut patterns in the dough before the bread baking. 10 pieces in a bag.

Baker's blade Code
- 7238Baker's blade. Green, stainless steel blade, cut razor, with protective cover, ergonomic

shape - Weight : 5 g.
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Scarilame Code
SCARILAME DUO  20122
BLADES (X50) 20121

Scarilame (grignette) enabling to score the dough before baking. Code 20122 : Scarilame
support DUO (7.6 cm spacing)supplied with 1 support and 6 blades. Code 20121 : blades
sold by 50 (refill blade for the scarilame DUO but can also be used alone).

Support for scoring knife blades Code
- 25108Magnetic support for scoring knife blades.

Plastic box for used scoring knife blades Code
- 25111Plastic box for used scoring knife and grignette blades.
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Pizza wheel Code
- 20099Stainless steel pizza wheel, polypropylene handle. Diameter : 100 mm.

Stainless steel flour scoop Code
350GR 20096
1500GR 6343

Stainless steel flour scoop. Capacity : 350 or 1500 grams.

Stainless steel flour scoop with handle Code
0.75L 5696
1.4L 5697

Stainless steel flour scoop with handle. Capacity : 0.75 or 1.4 liters.

Circular stainless steel hand scoop with handle
Code

1L 5197
2L 18592

Circular hand scoop with handle, also known as floor scoop, stainless steel 304L.
Capacity : 1 or 2 liters.

Aluminum flour scoop Code
11CL 6623
17.5CL 6518
30CL 8986
41CL 6573
65CL 6370
110CL 6353
187CL 6339
258CL 5010

Aluminum hand scoop. Available in different dimensions.
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Polypropylene measuring scoop Code
0.125L 6362
0.25L 12549
0.50L 9160
0.85L 12980

White food safe polypropylene measuring scoop. Available in different dimensions.

PVC hand scoop 24x15 cm (bag of 10) Code
- 25185PVC hand scoop. Ideal for strawberries, dried fruits, sweets... Dimensions : 24 x 15 cm.

Sold by 10 units. Colour : white.

Ham board Code
- 8077White moulded plastic ham board. Dimensions : 310x160 mm. Loading capacity : 600

grams.
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Wood oven peel with handle Code
600X450XH.3200 20082
600X630XH.3200 20083

Peel with raised edge and handle, in beechwood. Total length : 3200 mm. Available in
width 450 or 630 mm.

Aluminum oven peel without handle Code
- 20406Oven peel in aluminum. Dimensions : 600x580, thickness 2 mm. Handle separately sold

(code Bobet 20407).

Wood handle for alu oven peel Code
- 20407Wood handle. Length 4000 mm. Fits the aluminum oven peel (code 20406).

Glazing brush Code
- 20463Glazing brush in wood. Natural bristles. Length : 315 mm.
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Stainless steel tenderizer Code
- 8455Stainless steel hand tenderizer. Flattens and tenderizes any meat. Very heavy and tough.

Meat tenderizer Code
- 20619Meat tenderizer, 48 stainless steel blades and polypropylene handle.

Burger press Code
OVAL 4988
ROUND 25179

Oval or round burger press, full stainless steel, for steak around 150 grams.

Oval steak paper Code
- 4141Oval steak paper, 2 waxed sides. Dimensions : 80x110 mm. 1000 pieces in a bag.

Round steak paper Code
- 21679Round steak paper, double refined food paraffin. Diameter : 100 mm. 2000 pieces in a

bag.
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Hand operated brine pump Code
- 15105Polyethylene hand-operated brine pump, specially designed for butcheries,

delicatessens..., enabling small brining.

Electric brine pump PM3 Code
- 23617Electric brine pump fit with a monoprobe handle. Automatic priming pump with constant

output. Output : 750 liters/hour. Voltage : 250V single phase.
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Corkscrew Code
- 8587Corkscrew 4 pieces.

Stainless steel kitchen can opener Code
- 12851Manual can opener, stainless steel handle and fixed steel XC45 blade.

Pliers can opener Code
- 7734Pliers can opener. Nickel-plated handle and overmoulded plastic lever.

Monopol can opener Code
LM 6450
SM 8633

Nickel-plated steel Monopol can opener.

Steel can opener Code
- 5749Nickel-plated steel can opener with base to be screwed. Opening all shapes of cans

(cylindrical, square or rectangular). Rod length : 55 cm. Total height : 77 cm.
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Stainless steel can opener Code
- 20105Stainless steel can opener, with base, to be screwed, composite handle, black metal

head. Very quick opening of cans thanks to the wide wheel. Designed for opening all
cans (cylindrical, square or rectangular). Rod length : 63 cm.

Stainless steel can opener OXP Code
- 9712Stainless steel can opener with base to be screwed. Opening of all shapes of cans

(cylindrical, square or rectangular). Rod length : 55 cm. Total height : 78 cm.

Wheel for can opener OXP Code
- 9214Wheel. Spare part for stainless steel can opener OXP (code 9712).

Blade for can opener OXP Code
- 9215Blade. Spare part for stainless steel can opener OXP (code 9712).

Rilsan collar for can opener OXP Code
- 11755Rilsan collar. Spare part for stainless steel can opener OXP (code 9712).
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4 in 1 digital timer Code
- 9318Digital heavy duty timer. Watertight keyboard. 99-hour timer. Very stable on antislip pads.

Can be attached to the wall. Operates with a 9V battery or mains power (supplied with 9V
adaptator).

Timer 20 hours Code
- 833120-hour timer with digital display. Can also be used as a stopwatch.

TERRAILLON electronic scale 5 kgs Code
- 17735Electronic kitchen scale. Brushed stainless steel tray. Built-in bowl, 1.5 liter. LCD screen.

Range : 5 kg. Graduation : 1 gram.

Hand-held counter Code
- 15797Stand hand-held counter. Chrome-plated ABS box. 4-numbered display and reset button.

Manual sharpener Code
- 8645Manual sharpener very easy to use. Replaces the standard sharpening steel. 2 types of

sharpening proposed: smoothly with a ceramic cross or deeper with a carbide cross.
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Piezo Gas Lighter Code
- 17858Gas lighter, always ready for use. Works without flint, without batteries, without electricity,

without resistance, without recharging.

Blowtorch Code
BLOWTORCH  17451
CARTRIDGE  17450

Blowtorch with automatic lighting and safety lock. Ideal for sticking sugar pieces or for
caramelising the surface of entremets, crèmes brûlées... To be used with the "Stop gaz"
cartridge (code 17450), security cartridge stopping gas leak in case of disconnection of
the cartridge and the blowtorch.

3500W stainless steel induction cooker Code
- 20075Stainless steel cooker, 3500 watts. Suitable for sauce pans and frying pans with diameter

from 120 to 280 mm (contact surface). Dimensions : 340x450xH.120 mm.

Electric double waffle maker Code
- 20451Electric double waffle maker, stainless steel body, removable cast steel machined plates.

Heat indicator and on/off lights. Cooking timer. Power supply : 230V single phase, power
: 1800 watts, tension : 50-60 Hz. Capacity : 2 waffles.
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Cutting board 500X300 green Code
- 25237ECO polyethylene cutting board. Dimensions : 500x300 x thickness 20 mm. Colour :

green.

Cutting board 600x400 white Code
- 20102Cutting board in polyethylene HD500. With feet for a better adherence. Dimensions : 600

x 400 x thickness 20mm. Colour : white.

Board for derinding Code
- 70095Board for derinding in white HDPE 500. Overall dimensions : L.400 x D.330 x H.120 mm.

With two angles on top and a return on bottom.

Rack drainer for cutting boards Code
5 BOARDS 21902
6 BOARDS 21873

Stainless steel rack for cutting boards. For 5 or 6 cutting boards. 

Scraper for polyethylene board Code
- 20086An easy-grip tool for simple maintenance of polyethylene cutting boards and blocks. Steel

interchangeable and reversible blade. Dimensions : L.202 x W.70 mm.
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Stick blender Code
- 9283Ideal for making emulsified sauces. Stick blender. Supplied with star blade (chopping,

grinding), whisk (emulsifying) and mixer. Supplied with wall support and graded container.

Blender Whisk MASTER COMBI 410 Code
- 9240Dual function : blender and whisk. The MASTER COMBI 410 dual-function with

removable foot and whisks, supplied with a speed controller, is a powerful and quality
appliance. Fit with an indicator light, safety buttons, continuous or pulse operation and
speed controller. In compliance with the EC standard requirements.

Stand mixer K5 Code
- 8552Planetary movement, very tough, with speed regulator (for kneading, mixing, beating),

cast steel insuring increased sturdiness and stability, 4.8 liter stainless steel
handle-operated bowl, 3-tool set (stainless steel whip, flat beater and dough hook) and a
pouring shield. Power 315 watts.
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GASTRO FOOD PANS

Gastro stainless steel food pan Code
1/1 H40 9951
1/1 H65 6302
1/1 H100 7488
1/1 H150 8904
1/1 H200 9718
1/2 H100 9312
1/2 H150 8808
1/3 H100 20045
1/3 H150 20042
1/4 H100 9280
1/4 H150 20043
1/6 H100 20044
2/1 H100 12459

Gastronorm stainless steel food pan, without handle. Can be used for preparation,
cooking, freezing, heating, service of meals... Reinforced corners and edges to reduce
buckling in case of shocks. Lid separately sold. Available in different dimensions.

Gastro perforated stainless steel food pan Code
1/1 H65 25100
1/1 H150 25184
1/2 H65 25101
1/3 H65 25102
1/4 H65 25103

Gastronorm stainless steel food pan, without handle. Can be used for preparation,
cooking, freezing, heating, service of meals... Perforated bottom. Available in different
dimensions.

Cover for Gastro food pan - stainless steel with handle 
Code

1/1 H. 8905
1/2 H. 8809

Cover with handle for Gastronorm food pan, in food safe stainless steel.

Cover for Gastro food pan - stainless steel without handle
Code

1/2  20078
1/3  20079

Cover without handle for Gastronorm food pan, in stainless steel.
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Gastro amber food pan Alto + Code
1/1 H100 25135
1/1 H200 20440
1/2 H100 25136
1/2 H150 20441
1/2 H200 25137

Gastronorm amber copolyester food pan, resistant to temperature from -40°C to +90°C.
Available in different dimensions.

Lid for Gastro amber food pan Code
1/1 20107
1/2 25140

Lid without handle, for Gastronorm food pan, in amber copolyester (BPA free). Resistant
to temperature from -40°C to +90°C. Available in different dimensions.

Draining plate for Gastro amber food pan Code
1/2 25144
1/3 25145

Draining plate for Gastronorme food pan, in amber copolyester (BPA free), resistant to
temperature from -40°C to +90°C. Available in different dimensions.

Gastro black food pan Code
1/2 H50 20124
1/1 H50 25057
1/2 H80 20013
1/3 H50 20014
1/3 H80 25053
1/4 H50 20125
1/4 H80 20015
1/6 H50 25054
1/9 H50 25055
2/7 H40 25056
2/7 H80 20016
3/7 H40 20017
4/7 H50 20126
4/7 H80 20018
5x1/4 H40 20410

Gastronorm food pan, in plexi (PMMA), black,  resistant to temperatures from -20Â°C to
+80Â°C. Available in different dimensions.

Draining plate for Gastro pan in black plexi Code
1/1 PAN 25065
1/2 PAN 25066
1/4 PAN 25067

Draining plate for Gastronorm pan in black plexi resistant to temperatures from -20°C to
+80°C. Available in different dimensions.
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DECORATION AND PRESENTATION
Parsley base Code

- 2184Decoration, divider for dishes in showcase, parsley. Length 24 cm.

Rose base Code
- 2185Decoration, divider for dishes in showcase, rose. Length 24 cm.

Parsley divider Code
- 12818Decoration, parsley divider, white base. Base dimensions : 75xH.5.5 cm and height with

parsley : 10 cm.

Garland of roses Code
- 2186Decoration, garland of red roses. Length 180 cm.

Grape vine garland Code
- 20022Decoration, garland of grape vine. Length 180 cm.
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White divider green frieze Code
- 25183Divider in white plastic, green frieze. Dimensions : L.75 x w.4.5 (base) x Ht 7 cm.

Transparent divider Code
- 25182Divider in transparent plastic. Dimensions : L.75 x w.3.7 (base) x Ht 15 cm.

Shredded wood Code
- 20427Shredded fir, 100% natural. Ideal for careful presentations. Bag of 2,5 kg.

Plastic straw mat Code
- 20088Plastic straw mat for cheese. Thermosealed straws and strips in polypropylene. Width

300 mm. Packed in 100 meter roll.
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Cheese platter Code
- 20084Polypropylene cheese platter, synthetic wicker. Diameter 300 mm.

Cheese platter in oak with dome Code
- 21819Cheese platter set with dome. Round shape, diameter (under the dome) 235 mm, board

in european oak.

Glass cheese platter with rolltop cover D.38 Code
- 20483Buffet set for cheese with rolltop cover. Round shape (diameter 38 cm), glass board, SAN

cover. 90Â° opening of the cover. With nonslip feet.
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Sausages stand Code
- 20030Stand for sausages. Dimensions : D.280 mm x H.280 mm.

Stainless steel ham stand Code
STANDARD 80001
HIGH 80007

Stainless steel 304L ham stand. For the presentation of hams in a showcase. Dimensions
: L.200xW.140xH.120 mm for the standard model (80001) and H.250 mm for the high
model (80007).

Presentation support in plexiglas Code
120X120X50 21891
120X120X100 21892

Presentation support in clear plexi (PMMA). Available in 2 different dimensions :
120x120x50 or 120x120x100 mm. Optionnal : round plate in black plexi with fastener
code BOBET 25229 (D.200 mm) or code BOBET 25230 (D.300 mm).

Plexi round presentation plate with fastener Code
D.200 BLACK 25229
D.300 BLACK 25230

Round plate, in black plexi, with fastener for support code 21891 and 21892. Available in
different diameters.
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Seafood platter Royal Code
- 21683Set of two trays in stainless steel on removable support. For preparation and presentation

of a Royal seafood platter. Dimensions : Diam.36 (top) and diam.45 cm (bottom), Height
19.5 cm.

Seafood platter head-to-head Code
- 21684Tray fixed on a stainless steel rod, with little presentation tray at the base for fitting

accessories. Easy to place on a table for 2 persons. Dimensions : low tray diam.25 cm,
height 0.5 cm and high tray diam. 36 cm, height 4.5 cm.

3-tier counter cake stand Code
- 20085Counter cake stand, in white plastic, on 3 tiers. Dimensions : D.280 mm x H.250 mm.

4-tier counter cake stand Code
- 25112Counter cake stand, in white plastic, on 4 tiers. Dimensions : D.280 x H.440 mm.

7-tier counter cake stand Code
- 25113Counter cake stand, in white plastic, on 7 tiers. Dimensions : D.280 x H.750 mm.
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3 black plexiglas steps display Code
500X800 20404
1000X800 20405

Steps display in black plexi (PMMA), 3 steps. Available in 2 dimensions : w.500 x d.800 x
h.80 mm or w.1000 x d.800 x h.80 mm.

3 black acrylic steps display Code
- 25161Steps display in black acrylic, 3 steps. Overall dimensions : 600x400. 3 module kit : 1

step 400x180x40, 1 step 400x200x80 and 1 step 400x220x120 mm.

3 transparent acrylic steps display Code
- 25162Steps display in transparent acrylic, 3 steps. Overall dimensions : 600x400. 3 module kit :

1 step 400x180x40, 1 step 400x200x80 and 1 step 400x220x120 mm.

6 transparent acrylic steps display Code
- 25163Steps display in transparent acrylic, 6 steps. Overall dimensions : 600x400. 6 module kit :

1 step 400x90x20, 1 step 400x90x40, 1 step 400x100x60 mm, 1 step 400x110x80, 1 step
400x100x100 and 1 step 400x100x120 mm.

Black plexiglas step display Code
260X220X30 20412
260X220X60 20413

Step display in black plexiglas (PMMA). Available in two different dimensions : L.260 x
D.220 x H.30 mm (low step) or L.260 x D.220 x H.60 mm (high step).
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Rectangular plexi bowl Code
- 25228Rectangular bowl in black plexi. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +80°C.

Dimensions : 240x175x100 mm. Capacity : 2 liters.

Octogonal ABS bowl Code
1.8L D180 WHITE 20068
1.8L D180 BLACK 20038
3L D230 WHITE 20039
3L D230 BLACK 20040

Bowl in ABS, white or black. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +105°C. Available
in different dimensions.

Square acrylic bowl Code
- 20482Black square acrylic bowl. Resistant to temperature from -20°C to +70°C. External

dimensions : 180x180x80 mm. Capacity : 1.5 liters.

Acrylic bowl Code
1.5L D180 20400
2.5L D215 20401

Bowl in acrylic, black. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +70°C. Available in
different dimensions. Lid separately sold.

Lid for acrylic bowl Code
1.5L CODE 20400 20402
2.5L CODE 20401 20403

Lid in clear Altuglas. Fits the acrylic bowl code 20400 and 20401.
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Melamine rectangular tray Code
260X165X20 WHITE 8248
260X165X20 DECORATED 5685
290X190X20 WHITE 8251
290X190X20 DECORATED 5688
300X168X20 WHITE 8249
300X168X20 DECORATED 5686
350X165X20 WHITE 8250
350X165X20 DECORATED 5687

Melamine rectangular tray. Food safe material. Good resistance to shocks, boiling and
dyes. Dishwasher safe. Available in different dimensions, white or decorated.

Melamine octagonal tray Code
320X200X30 WHITE 8252
340X230X30 WHITE 8253
340X230X30 DECORATED 5690
400X300X30 WHITE 8254
400X300X30 DECORATED 5691
400X300X30 BLACK 21993

Melamine octagonal tray. Food safe material. Good resistance to shocks, boiling and
dyes. Dishwasher safe. Available in different dimensions, white or decorated, and a
model in black (400x300x30 code 21993).

Melamine rectangular pan Code
260X142X45 WHITE 8255
295X170X45 WHITE 8256
335X200X45 WHITE 8257
590X190X33 WHITE 8258

Melamine rectangular pan. Food safe material. Good resistance to shocks, boiling and
dyes. Dishwasher safe. Available in different dimensions. Colour : white.

Cristal square dish Code
- 25232Polystyrene square dish. Resistant to working temperature from 2 to 50°C. Low

resistance to scratch and chemical agressions. Dimensions : 200 x 200 x H.65 mm.

Cristal round dish Code
D120 H250 25233
D150 H65 25234
D150 H150 25235
D250 H65 25236

Polystyrene round dish. Resistant to working temperatures from 2 to 50°C. Low
resistance to scratch and chemical aggressions. Available in different dimensions.
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Carousel display Code
- 25178This display includes: 1 turntable (display base) in melamine resin granite imitation D.78

cm, 8 rounded conical tanks in black ABS, 1 octagonal bowl in black ABS, 4 triangular
angle trays in black ABS

Carousel rotating platter Code
- 25068ABS rotating platter, antislip black PMMA plexi surface. Food safe. Rotation 360°.

Diameter 800 mm.

Set of 9 dishes in black plexi Code
- 20423Black PMMA plexi set of dishes, for the enhancement of the preparations in windows, on

the counter or the buffet. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +80°C. Includes 9
dishes. Can be combined with the display code BOBET 20424. 

Display for the set of 9 dishes in black plexi Code
- 20424ABS presentation display, antislip black PMMA plexi surface. To create a presentation of

the set of 9 dishes in black plexi code BOBET 20423 (separately sold).

Set of 14 dishes in black plexi Code
- 20422Black PMMA plexi set of dishes, for the enhancement of the preparations in windows, on

the counter or the buffet. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +80°C. Includes 14
dishes.
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Black ABS dish Code
220X145X70 ABS 20035
290X190X20 ABS 20036
300X220X35 ABS 20037
400X200X20 ABS 20067
420X280X15 ABS  20182
580X220X20 ABS 20034

Black ABS dish. Resistant to temperatures from -40°C to +80°C. Available in different
dimensions.

Black plexi dish Code
- 20411Black dish in plexi PMMA. Resistant to temperatures from -20°C to +80°C. Dimensions :

420x280x20 mm

Gastro black plexi dish Code
1/1 H17 20180
1/2 H17 20024
1/3 H17 20025
1/4 H17 20026
2/4 H17 20181
2/7 H17 20027
3/7 H17 20028
4/7 H17 20029

Gastronorm dish in black plexi (PMMA), resistant to temperatures from -20 to +80°C.
Available in different dimensions. 

Matt black or white plexi dish Code
BLACK 200X200X3 20414
BLACK 300X150X3 20415
BLACK 300X200X3 20416
BLACK 600X105X3 20418
BLACK 600X150X3 20419
BLACK 600X200X3 20420
BLACK 600X400X3 20421
WHITE 200X200X3 20474
WHITE 300X150X3 20475
WHITE 300X200X3 20477
WHITE 600X105X3 20479
WHITE 600X150X3 20480
WHITE 600X200X3 20481

Dish in plexi (PMMA), "smoke" matte glittery appearance, black or white, resistant to
temperatures from -20°C to +80°C. Available in different dimensions.

Black triangular dish Code
- 20123Black plexi (PMMA) triangular dish. Dimensions : 400x400x565 mm. Height 17 mm.
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Crystal tray Code
CLEAR 400X200 20467
CLEAR 400X300 20468
CLEAR 600X200 20469
CLEAR 600X400 20470
BLACK 400X200 20471
BLACK 400X300 20472
BLACK 600X400 20473

Rectangular acrylic tray, transparent or black with embossed decoration. Available in
different dimensions.

Slate dish Code
1/2 25133
1/3 25134

Slate effect melamine dish. Fitted with non-slip feet. Available in different dimensions.

Rectangular stainless steel dish Code
- 20023Rectangular dish for display, in stainless steel, round angles. Dimensions : 820x270x25

mm.

Stainless steel display sheet Code
- 9976Stainless steel display sheet. 4 gripped edges. Dimensions : 600x400 mm.

Aluminum display sheet Code
- 6334Aluminum display sheet. 4 small gripped edges. Dimensions : 600x400 mm.
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ABS tray Code
400X200 BLACK 20128
600X400 WHITE 7785
600X400 BLUE 15078
600X400 RED 7855
600X400 BLACK 20127

ABS tray. Dimensions : 400x200 mm or 600x400 mm. Available in different colours :
white, blue, red and black.

Gastronorm ABS tray Code
WHITE 20438
RED 20439

Food grade ABS tray. Dimensions : 530x325 mm (GN1/1). Colours available : white and
red.

Polypropylene tray Code
- 21981Polypropylene tray. Dimensions : 600x400 mm. Colour : white.

Stainless steel flat grid Code
530X325 2S 6841
600X400 2S 3770
600X400 3S 9251
650X530 3S 7684
800X600 3S 3771

Stainless steel flat grid. With 2 or 3 struts. Available in different dimensions.

Stainless steel cambered grid Code
- 21088Stainless steel cambered grid, with 2 struts. Ideal for dripping on ABS tray 600x400.

Dimensions : 540x370 mm, height : 15 mm.
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PACKAGING
Vacuum machine 440 mm Code

- 20694Vacuum machine with 1 sealing bar of 440 mm. Chamber dimensions : 460x420x170
mm. Machine dimensions : 540x610x480 mm. Power - pump capacity : 21 m³. Voltage :
230 V single-phase(50Hz).

Transparent cover for cart Code
- 21822Food grade cover in polyethylene. Thickness 25µ. Dimensions : 870 x 250+250 x H.1800

mm. Sold in roll of about 150 covers (+/-5).

Stainless steel reel for covers Code
- 70533Reel in stainless steel 304L for covers roll (code 21822) or for detectable blue europ tank

covers (code 20323). Overall dimensions : H.350 x W.946 x D.430 mm.

Blue europe tank cover Code
- 17692Europe tank cover, low density polyethylene. Food safe. Thickness : 40 microns. Colour :

blue. 700 covers in a carton. Fits the stainless steel europe tanks (200 or 300 liters) or
the PE europe tanks (200 liters).

Blue cover for pallet container 1200x1000 Code
- 21994Cover for pallet container, in polyethylene. Food safe. Thickness : 55 microns. Colour :

blue. Packed by 120 covers. Fits on our pallet container code 21980.
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Cover for 750L container Code
- 23686LDPE cover, black. Thickness 30 microns. Dimensions : 1250+360+360 x 1600 mm.

Packed in parcels of 100 covers.

Rubbish bags Code
30L BLACK 30m TIE 7679
50L BLACK 35m TIE 4117
100L BLACK 50m 15897
110L TRANSP 45m TIE 20260
110L WHITE 55m 15896
110L WHITE 55m TIE 8959
110L BLACK 55m TIE 4143
130L BLACK 50m 17134
130L BLACK 55m TIE 8259
240L BLACK 35m 9383

LDPE rubbish bags. Thickness : between 30 and 55 microns depending on the model.
Available in different versions : with or without tie, capacity : 30, 50, 100, 110, 130 or 240
liters, colour : black, transparent or white.

Blue bag for meat box Code
- 17727Bag for meat box, high density polyethylene, blue. Dimensions : 600x600 mm. Thickness

: 12 microns. 1000 bags in a carton.

Meat bag Code
400X600 30M 8753
400X600 50M 11987
500X800 45M 4140
600X1000 50M 20598

HDPE meat/slaughterhouse bag, transparent. Available in different dimensions. The
packaging depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet).

Bundle of bags Bio Source Code
17X22 21747
23X31 21748
30X35 21749
35X50 21750

Bundle of bags natural Bio Source, Potato starch 50%. Thickness 13 microns. Available
in different dimensions.  Code 21747 : packed in carton of 50 bundles of 100 bags
(=5000), Code 21748 and 21749 : packed in carton of 40 bundles of 100 bags (=4000)
and Code 21750 : packed in carton of 20 bundles of 100 bags (=2000).
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Bag with handles Code
26X45  21471
30X54  21472
30X60  21473

LDPE bag with handles, white. Thickness : 50 microns. Available in different dimensions.
Packed in carton of 10 bundles of 50 bags (= 500).

Vacuum bag 90 microns CodeCode
150X200 23345
150X250 23324
150X300 23346
150X365 23355
160X225 4119
160X275 4116
180X250 23347
180X300 23348
200X200 23349
200X250 4120
200X270 23350
200X300 4121
200X400 4122

250X300 4123
250X350 23351
250X400 4124
250X600 4128
250X700 23352
300X300 6747
300X400 4127
300X500 4126
350X450 4130
400X500 4133
400X600 4134
500X700 23353
500X800 23354

Polyethylene and polyamide vacuum bag, 3-weld, non
retractable. Thickness : 90 microns. Not heat resistant.
Available in different dimensions. Packed in bags of 100 bags.

Vacuum bag 140 microns Code
200x300 23356
200x400 23357
300x300 23358

Polyamide and polyethylene vacuum bag, 3-weld, non retractable. Thickness : 140
microns. Not heat resistant. Available in different dimensions. Packed in bags of 100
bags

Sheet for ham Code
250X320 10M 25146
320X500 10M 25147
600X700 12M 4138
650X1000 10M 20618
700X900 12M 4139

HDPE sheet for ham, transparent. Available in different dimensions. Packed by bundles
of 250 sheets. The packaging in carton depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet).

White newspaper Code
- 20862White matte newspaper.Enables to protect your products and to offer a nice presentation.

Finish : with 2 matte sides. Dimensions : 325x500 mm. Packed by 10 kg (i.e. about 350
sheets).
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Greaseproof paper Code
25X32-REAM 10 KG 12688
32X50-REAM 10 KG 12686
50X65-REAM 10 KG 12687

Non coated food contact paper. To pack fat foodstuffs : delicatessen, cheese...or to be
used as insert. Colour : white. Available in 3 different dimensions : 250x320, 320x500 and
500x650 mm. Packed in 10 kg reams

Greaseproof paper in roll Code
- 20853Non coated food contact paper. To pack fat foodstuffs : delicatessen, cheese... Or to be

used as insert. Colour : white. In roll. Dimensions : width 65 cm (roll of 15 kg).

Transparent LDPE sheet Code
- 23463Pre-cut roll sheets, dividers in the fish tanks... Dimensions : 500x350 mm. Thickness : 28

microns. Colour : transparent

Clingfilm Code
W0.30M 4160
W0.45M 4161
W0.30M BOX 4162
W0.45M BOX 4163

Clingfilm. Length 300 meters. Width 300 or 450 mm. Available in box (cardboard
dispenser).

Aluminum foil Code
W0.325M 4157
W0.500M 4159

Aluminum foil. Length 200 meters. Width 325 or 500 mm.
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Stainless steel dispenser for film Code
- 15032Stainless steel dispenser for film or aluminum roll (from 30 to 50 cm wide). Wall mounted

or table version. Dimensions : 505x120x95 mm.

PE container with hinged lid Code
250ML 17821
375ML 17822
500ML 17823
750ML 17824
1000ML 17825
1500ML 17826
2000ML 20894

Transparent polyethylene container with hinged lid. Temperature resistance : -40 to
+60°C. Available in different dimensions. Packed by bag of 100 pieces. The packaging in
carton depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet)

PP microwave safe container with hinged lid Code
250ML 17851
370ML 17852
500ML 17853
750ML 17854
1000ML 17855
1500ML 17856

Transparent polypropylene container with hinged lid. Temperature resistance : -20 to
+130°C. Available in different dimensions. Packed by bag of 50 pieces. The packaging in
carton depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet)

PP microwave safe container with lid Code
250ML 2215
375ML 2216
500ML 2217
750ML 2218
1000ML 2219
1500ML 2220

Transparent polypropylene container. Detached lid. Temperature resistance : -20 to
+60°C. Available in different dimensions. Packed by bag of 50 pieces. The packaging in
carton depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet)

Heat sealing container and film Code
375GR 12613
500GR 12614
750 GR 12615
1000GR 12616
1500GR 12617

Transparent heat sealing container in polypropylene. Temperature resistance : -15 to
+100°C. Available in different dimensions. Codes 12613 and 12614 : packed in carton of
12 bags of 100 containers (=1200). Codes 12615, 12616 and 12617 : packed in carton of
6 bags of 100 containers (=600). To be used with the thermo-seal film, length 500 meters
x width 150 mm (code 12631).
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Catering container Code
75GR 3946
100GR 3947
125GR 3948
150GR 3949
250GR 5982
375GR 3951
500GR 3952
750GR 3953
1000GR 3954
1500GR 3955
2000GR 3956
3000GR 3957

Transparent catering container in natural polystyrene (PS). Temperature resistance : -30
to +70Â°C. Available in different dimensions. The packaging in bag and in carton
depends on dimensions (cf our data sheet)

Container for brains Code
- 21033Clear container for brains, in polystyrene. Packed by 800 containers

Heat sealing aluminum container Code
435ML 4037
1070ML 4042
1500ML 4045

Heat sealing container (straight edge) in aluminum. Temperature resistance : -20 to
+350Â°C (except for the code 4037 : +250Â°C maximum during 30 mn). Available in
different dimensions. Packed by bag of 100 pieces. The packaging in carton depends on
dimensions (cf our data sheet)

Lid for heat sealing aluminum container Code
435ML 20553
1070ML 20554
1500ML 20555

Lid in cardboard and aluminum for heat sealing aluminum containers. Packed by 100.
The packaging in carton depends on dimensions (see our data sheet).

Aluminum container Code
225ML 3994
350ML 3995
490ML 3996

Aluminum container. Temperature resistance : -20 to +350°C. Available in different
dimensions. Packed by bag of 100 pieces. The packaging in carton depends on
dimensions (cf our data sheet)
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Aluminum ramekin mould Code
RD 250ML D107 4018
OV. 250ML 123X90 4019

Aluminum ramekin mould. Temperature resistance : -20 to +380°C. Either round or ovale.
Code 4018 : packed in carton of 10 bags of 100 pieces (=1000) and code 4019 : packed
in carton of 15 bags of 100 pieces (=1500).

Aluminum tartlet mould Code
- 4035Aluminum tartlet mould. Temperature resistance : -20 to +350°C. Diameter 112mm and

volume 115ml. Packed in carton of 28 bags of 100 pièces (=2800)

Wooden cone Code
- 25115Cone made with pinewood collage sheet. To present products in stalls, for example ham

chiffonade. Diameter 7 cm, height 13 cm. Packed in  cartons of 1000 cones

Papillotes Code
LAMB X100 25060
BEEF RIB X48 25061
MUTTON - HAM X50 25062

White paper papillotes. For lamb, for beef rib or for mutton-ham.

Plastic tumblers 21cl Code
TRANSPARENT 6545
WHITE 4071

Transparent or white plastic tumblers. Capacity : 210 ml. Bag of 100.
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Cardboard tumblers 21 cl Code
- 23369Tumbler in white cardboard. Capacity : 210 ml. Bag of 100.

Plastic plate Code
- 4057Round plastic plate, white. Diameter 130 mm. Bag of 250.

Plastic cutlery Code
KNIFE 4068
FORK 4069
SOUP SPOON 4070
TEA SPOON 4067

White plastic cutlery. Bag of 100.

White wadding towels Code
- 8806White wadding towels, 2 plies. Dimensions : 300x300 mm. 100 pieces in a bag.

Refreshing towels (x1000) Code
- 20443Refreshing towels. Lemon scent. Box of 1000.
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Tape application machine Code
- 89003Machine adapted to all kind of tapes in rolls up to 100 meters and from 50 to 76 mm wide.

PVC tape Code
WHITE 89012
HAVANE 89005

PVC tape. Perfectly adapted for a current use to close cartons at room temperature.
Thickness : 32 microns. Dimensions : width 48 mm x length 100 meters. 2 colours
available : white and havane.

PP tape Code
HAVANE 89006
TRANSPARENT 21218

PP tape. Ideal for current use to close cartons at room temperature. Thickness : 33
microns. Dimensions : width 50 mm x length 100 meters. 2 colours available : havane
and transparent.

Plastic cloth tape Code
- 15023Plastic cloth tape. Very good adhesion on all supports. Cloth laminated with PE coated

with a synthetic rubber adhesive mass. Thickness : 255 microns. Dimensions : width 50
mm x length 50 meters. Colour : grey.

Film for pallet Code
15M 300M 89001
30M 230M 23297

Film for pallet. Thickness : 15 or 30 microns. Dimensions : width 450 mm x length 300 or
230 m.
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FLY KILLERS
Fly killer DB4000 Code

- 21940The fly killer DB4000 provides efficient and clean solution in killing flying insects. The light
attracts the insects and the grid kills them. Stainless steel high definition. Supplied with 1
filmed tube (shatterproof) x 40 watts (code BOBET 4487). Coverage : up to 120m².
Dimensions : L.760xH.190xD.100 mm. Also available in a bigger model : fly killer DB8000
(code 21860).

Fly killer DB 8000 Code
- 21860The fly killer DB8000 provides efficient and clean solution in killing flying insects. The light

attracts the insects and the grid kills them. Stainless steel high definition. Supplied with 2
filmed tubes (shatterproof) x 40 watts (code BOBET 4487). Coverage : up to 240m².
Dimensions : L.642xH.356xD.170 mm. Also available in a smaller model : fly killer
DB4000 (code 21940).

Fly killer Fly in Box Code
- 21385The fly killer Fly in Box is a new concept of fly killer. The emission is at 360°. The light

attracts the insects and the grid kills them. Stainless steel finish. Fit with a shatterproof
lamp with low consumption (20 watts). Coverage : 50 m². Dimensions : 265x125x260
mm.

Fly killer with glue board Code
FLY KILLER 15552
BOARD 190X585 /6 15371

The fly killer with glue board provides efficient and clean solutions in killing flying insects.
The light attracts the insects onto the special glue board. High quality, full stainless steel.
Fit with two filmed tubes (shatterproof)x40 watts (code Bobet 4487). Coverage : 200 m².
Dimensions : 635x155x290 mm. The glue boards (190x585 mm) can then be bought by
pack of 6 pieces code Bobet 15371.

Fly killer with glue board ceiling hanging Code
FLY KILLER 17554
BOARD 364X598 /6 21384
UV TUBE 17556

The fly killer with glue board provides efficient and clean solutions in killing flying insects.
The light attracts all flying insects onto the special glue board. High quality, full stainless
steel. It has to be hanged from the ceiling. Fit with two filmed tubes (shatterproof) x 36
watts (code Bobet 17556). Coverage : 240 m². Dimensions : 650x170x280 mm. The glue
boards (364x598 mm) can then be bought by pack of 6 pieces code Bobet 21384.
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CONTAINERS AND TROLLEYS
Storage tote Code

53L WHITE 12376
53L GREY 12377
75L WHITE 7567

Storage tote, the ultimate storage tote box, polyethylene. Sold with its lid. Containers
stack securely for efficient use of space. Available in two sizes (53 or 75.5 liters) and in
two colours (grey or white).

Rectangular dough pan Code
10L 530X410X80 8647
20L 530X410X140 20048

Rectangular dough pan (also known as divider pan), white food safe polyethylene.
Capacity : 10 or 20 liters.

Brute square container Code
106L WHITE 7882
106L RED 12607
151L WHITE 7883
151L GREY 11443

Square container, polyethylene. Tough, very resistant in a wide range of applications.
Increased capacity for storage or refuse collection. Available in different sizes and
different colours. Fits the removable trolley code 7888. Lid separately sold.

Brute square lid Code
106L WHITE 7885
106L RED 12608
151L WHITE 7886
151L GREY 11444

Square lid for Brute square container, polyethylene. Available in different dimensions and
different colours.

Dolly with wheels for Brute square container
Code

- 7888

Dolly to facilitate easy transportation of Brute square containers, in polyethylene and
metal. Heavy-duty wheels give easy mobility. Capacity : 113.4 kg. Dimensions :
43.8x43.8x15.9 cm.
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Brute round container Code
38L WHITE 7872
38L GREY 11420
76L WHITE 7873
76L BLUE 12988
76L YELLOW 11423
76L GREY 11422
121L WHITE 7874
121L BLUE 11426
121L YELLOW 11429
121L GREY 11427
121L RED 11428
167L GREY 21061

Round container, polyethylene. Tough, very resistant in a wide range of applications.
Available in different sizes and colours. Fits the removable trolley code 7881 (except for
the 38L containers). Lid separately sold.

Brute round lid Code
38L WHITE 7878
38L GREY 11421
76L WHITE 7876
76L BLUE 21813
76L GREY 11424
76L YELLOW 11425
121L WHITE 7877
121L BLUE 21821
121L GREY 11430
121L YELLOW 11432
121L RED 11431
167L GREY 23243

Round lid for Brute round container, polyethylene. Available in different dimensions and
different colours.

Dolly with wheels for Brute round container Code
- 7881Facilitates easy transportation of Brute round containers, in polyethylene and metal.

Heavy-duty wheels give easy mobility. Capacity : 158.8 kg. Dimensions : 45.7x16.8 cm.

Universal round dolly Code
- 11486Universal dolly facilitating barrels transportation, in polyethylene and metal. Heavy-duty

wheels give easy mobility. Capacity : 226.8 kg. Dimensions : Diam.59.7x20.6 cm.

Insulated container GN 1/2 Code
- 7570Proserve lightweight insulated carrier. Ultra-light solution to safely transport foodstuffs

and liquids. Nylon, aluminum and polyethylene. Top load. Dimensions : 48.3x42.6x38.1
cm. Capacity : 3 pans GN 1/2 height 65 mm or 2 pans GN 1/2 height 100 mm.
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Ingredient bin Code
- 23672White ingredient bin with a transparent cover for better visibility. Specially designed for

storing dry, non-perishable or bulk foods that do not require refrigeration. 4 casters
including 2 swivel ones. Dimensions : L.725 x W.410 x H.675 mm. Capacity : 100 liters. 

Polypropylene cart small model Code
- 11825Utility cart, polypropylene, 3 levels, capacity 90.7 kg. Dimensions: 85.4x47.3x95.9 cm.

Color : white

Polypropylene cart big model Code
- 11715Utility cart, polypropylene, 3 levels, capacity 135 kg. Dimensions: 103.2x50.8x96 cm.

Colour : grey.

Transport trolley Triple Code
- 15048Transport trolley, black polyethylene. Wide desk, easy to store and perfectly stable when

transporting goods. Handle : 3 positions which insure an easy handling of any goods.
Capacity : 113.4 kg. Dimensions : 82.6x52.1 cm. 
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VARIOUS MATERIALS
Waterproof clock D.305 mm Code

- 15187Large clock with hands. Suits for wet and dusty areas. Applications : food industries,
swimmingpools, lobbies... Diameter 305 mm, readability : 20 meters.

Mobile step stool Code
- 11476ABS mobile step stool, black and beige. Glides easily on retractable rubber casters.

Capacity : 150 kg. Dimensions : Diam.40 x H.33 cm.

Foldable step stool Code
- 11477Polyethylene foldable step stool, black. Easy to carry. Capacity : 150 kg. Dimensions :

48x17xH.63 cm.

All-purpose grabber Code
- 17079All-purpose grabber to easily catch items, waste… on the floor or high. Total height :

1050 mm.

Cigarette waste collector Code
- 11491Cigarette waste collector, black polyethylene and galvanized steel. Combines style and

easy maintenance. Waste concealment and odour control.
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BOBET MATÉRIEL GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Applicable from first of Mai 2021

ARTICLE 1 - GENERAL - APPLICATION
These general conditions of sale (GCS) apply to products sold in
metropolitan France and overseas by the company Bobet Matériel
(referred to below as ‘Bobet’) to its professional customers and
replace previous conditions of sale. These GCS are, therefore, fully
applicable to exports.
The act of placing of an order or the conclusion of any sale implies
the customer’s full and unreserved acceptance of these GCS to the
exclusion of any other document, which is, on principle,
unenforceable on Bobet.
Bobet reserves the right to refuse to conclude a sale or conclude a
sale under conditions that deviate from these conditions in the event
of a previous payment incident, the insolvency of the customer, a
reduction in the rating given by Bobet’s credit insurer or a demand
that is abnormal or in bad faith.
The fact that Bobet does not, at any given time, rely on any of the
provisions of these GCS cannot be interpreted as a waiver by it from
subsequently relying on any of the said provisions.
ARTICLE 2 - OPENING AN ACCOUNT - CONDITIONS
In order to be able to order a product from Bobet, it opens a customer
account, for which the customer provides a certain amount of information
and official documents (SIRET number, APE [French SIC] code, address,
email address, bank account details). The customer is responsible for the
information that it sends. Failure to provide this information may make the
sale impossible. Any error by the customer resulting in expenditure by
Bobet will involve the customer being invoiced for all of such expenditure
in euros. Bobet will determine the acceptable level of outstanding
customer invoices. The extent of such outstanding amounts may vary over
time depending on the data obtained and may be reduced to €0.
ARTICLE 3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCTS
The products sold by Bobet are specified in the annual catalogue
published by the latter. They cover the fields of personal protection,
hygiene, brushes, cutlery, tool-making, stainless steel equipment on
catalogue or made to measure, maintenance, etc. More details on the
specificity and quality of these products is contained in the Bobet
catalogue as well as, where applicable, the product sheets provided by
Bobet. The products comply with the current standards. They are intended
to be used in the context of the customer’s professional activity. The
customer must be a professional in the use of the products manufactured
and/or marketed by Bobet and is solely responsible for the choice of
products (properties, function(s), characteristics, dimensions of the
products ordered) and, more generally, the suitability of the product
ordered to its needs and, if applicable, those of its own customers.
The customer must also be aware of the maintenance rules for the
products. If not, the customer must ask Bobet for them.
With regard, in particular, to stainless steel products, Bobet complies with
the highest quality standards for raw materials. The stainless steel used is
generally of class 1.4307 and, on request, 1.4304, which means that it is
nearly impossible for a finished product to be defective.
ARTICLE 4 - ORDERING, EXECUTION AND ACCEPTANCE
Ordering: The customer places an order by email or, as appropriate,
telephone to Bobet or during a visit by the latter’s sales force. The
customer is fully responsible for the information contained in its order. The
customer’s order is binding on the customer. Bobet systematically
produces an order confirmation (OC) which will specify the product, its
price, the dimensions if applicable and the delivery time, which remains
indicative. That document is sent to the customer by email. If any of the
information in the OC differs from any of the information in the customer’s
order (eg, price, delivery time), the OC legally constitutes a counter-offer,
which the customer may accept or refuse. The customer has one month in
which to accept such counter-offer. Such period also constitutes the
period of validity of Bobet’s offer. In the absence of a written response
within such period, the order or counter-offer lapses.
The issuing of an OC without any counter-offer constitutes the definitive
conclusion of the sales contract.
On-the-spot sales: Bobet also sells its products when its sales trucks are
on the road. In such situations, the customer can order and buy the
product immediately and take possession of it at the same time. If the
Bobet truck does not have the product in stock, the Bobet representative
takes the order and it will be for the customer to take possession of the
product and pay for it the next time the Bobet truck comes around.
In relation to ‘made-to-measure’ products: The measurements are in
principle taken by a member of Bobet’s sales force who is fully competent
to do so. The customer may also take the measurements but it will do so
under its own responsibility, as Bobet does not assume any obligation to
verify or correct such measurements. In the latter situation, the quote will
be prepared on the basis of the customer’s measurements.
Bobet will organise the taking of such measurements in the context of
Bobet’s tour schedule. In such situation, there may be some delay
between the request for an appointment and the date of the appointment.
The week and place of the appointment are specified by Bobet by email.
They are firm times and places.
If the customer cancels the appointment before its scheduled date or if the
customer is not present for the appointment, Bobet will reschedule the
appointment to a later date.
Once the measurements have been taken, Bobet sends a quote based on
those measurements. The measurement work is part of Bobet’s know-how
and prior involvement. For this reason, the measurements are not
provided to the customer with the quote so as not to allow the customer to
rely on such work for the benefit of another supplier.
It is for the customer to receive the quote, study it and accept it by signing
it. If accepted, it sends the accepted quote to Bobet by email
accompanied, if applicable, by the requested deposit cheque, which will
be immediately banked.
The receipt of the accepted quote and the deposit cheque (if such a
deposit is requested) is deemed to be a sale and binds both Parties.
Order fulfilment: The delivery time (if the parties have agreed on
deliveries) for standard products is between three and five days from the
date of issue of the OC. This period will be several weeks for specific or
customised products (see quote or OC).
Delays in delivery of a few days do not entitle the customer to any
compensation of any kind whatsoever, unless it can be proven that there
was direct and foreseeable damage linked exclusively to the delay in
delivery. The products are delivered to the place of delivery that was
agreed to by the parties, which is generally stated in the OC. Delivery on
time can take place only if the customer is up to date with its obligations
towards Bobet, whatever their subject matter.
Receipt of the order: The customer must acknowledge receipt of the order
by signing the delivery note. In the event of made-to-measure products,
the customer must install the product itself.

In the event of any damage, missing item or non-conformity with the terms
of the OC or the accepted quote, the customer must state its PRECISE
and undisputable reservations on the delivery note and send a registered
letter with acknowledgement of receipt to any carrier and Bobet within
three (3) days following receipt of the product. The reservations must be
accompanied by the corresponding proof. If these conditions are not
respected, the products will be irrefutably deemed to be in conformity.
Bobet will process the complaint within two weeks of receiving it. In the
absence of a response within this period, the complaint will be deemed to
have been rejected. Bobet informs its customers that each delivery is
strictly monitored in order to exclude all risks of missing items or
non-conformities. Stainless steel products leave Bobet’s warehouses in
perfect condition.
Products that have been the subject of reservations can be returned to
Bobet only in accordance with the latter’s return procedure, after prior
agreement from the customer service department, which will specify its
terms, and the signing of the return form by the customer and the carrier.
Failure to comply with these rules will result in the returned products being
refused.
In the event of agreement on the principle of a return, the products must
be returned by the customer, under its own responsibility, in their original
condition and packaging and as soon as possible, ie, at the latest within
one month of their delivery. In all situations, the customer undertakes to
allow Bobet to access its site in order to verify the non-conformity or
hidden defect. If Bobet confirms the defect in quality and/or conformity, it
will deliver a new product, the defective product being returned to it. The
customer will be invoiced for any damage to the product.
Lastly, it should be noted that no product will be taken back, exchanged or
reimbursed in the event of any change in French or supranational
legislation that makes the product unfit for sale or use. Penalties: Bobet
refuses any principle of penalties.
Special orders: For products that are not included in Bobet’s catalogue or
that Bobet cannot manufacture, Bobet will order the product from its
manufacturer. Consequently, the customer undertakes to take delivery
and pay the price. There can be no returns or items taken back.
ARTICLE 5 - WARRANTY
The customer benefits from a warranty of conformity and against hidden
defects under the conditions defined by law. However, the warranty of
conformity ceases on first use of the product. For made-to-measure
products, the customer is responsible for the place where the product is
installed, the installation of the product itself and any damage suffered by
the product during such installation.
Reminder: the products marketed by Bobet are mainly intended for the
craft and food industries and are, therefore, subject to conditions of use
that can be extreme, which can result in a very short product life.
Conditions of application of the warranty: The warranty covers products
that are correctly maintained according to the recommendations for use
and maintenance specified by Bobet and strictly used for their intended
purpose.
Products with motors are subject to the manufacturer’s warranty.
At Bobet’s sole discretion, the warranty extends to the replacement of all
or part of the product that Bobet acknowledges is defective, with the
exception of worn parts, or by the issuing of a credit note if the product is
not damaged and is returned in its original packaging.
The customer can benefit from this warranty only if the price of the product
has been paid in full. If Bobet needs to go to the customer’s premises and
the product is found not to be defective, the customer may be liable to pay
compensation for the unjustified visit, which will be payable immediately.
Scope: The warranty covers only tangible, consequential and foreseeable
damage relating to a proven defect in the product, excluding
non-consequential, intangible, damage.
In any event, the customer is solely liable for any damage that may be
caused by the behaviour of the product or that the latter may suffer. This
particularly applies to dangerous products (Matador, knives, etc).
Exclusions: The warranty cannot apply specifically to: products that do not
conform to their intended purpose, products that have not been installed in
accordance with the instructions and standard industry practice by a
professional, products that have not been used in a reasonable manner,
products that have been modified by the customer or third parties, etc.
Implementation: Product returns are the subject of a ‘provisional return
note’ until Bobet can assess the reality of the incident presented by the
customer. In such situation, the customer remains the owner of the
products and the risks are temporarily transferred to Bobet.
Whether the product is covered by the warranty depends on the result of
the assessment. If not covered, Bobet will refer the customer to its
after-sales service conditions. It should be noted that after-sales service is
a separate legal operation the conditions of which must be accepted by
the customer.
ARTICLE 6 - PRICES AND PAYMENT
The price of the product is that which applies at the time of the order. It is
exclusive of VAT, ex Champagne. It is free of charge from a minimum
order of €450 excluding VAT. There is no minimum transport fee if
delivered by the sales force.
The price is payable according to the following conditions:
- for all account openings, the price is payable in cash and before delivery.
Bobet requests a pro-forma invoice;
- otherwise and except in the event of a risk that the customer is insolvent
or in the situations referred to in Article 1, the payment period is 30 days
net from the date of invoice;
For an order of more than €10,000 excluding VAT (sales in France), the
customer must pay a part-payment of 30% of the price all taxes included
before delivery of the goods.
Bobet reserves the right to send invoices by email, which the customer
accepts.
Payment means the banking of the sums due and not the provision of the
means of payment. No guarantee retention is allowed. No discount is
granted for early payment.
In the event of non-payment on the agreed date, the customer will owe
late-payment penalties calculated on the basis of a rate equal to three
times the legal interest rate. In addition, the customer will owe an
indemnity relating to the processing of the payment incident of €40
excluding VAT. In addition, the customer will owe a damages and interest
penalty that is equal to 15% of the outstanding price, such penalty being a
minimum of €100. Lastly, Bobet may suspend and/or cancel pending
orders and demand payment of all sums, including those not yet due.
Any deduction is deemed to be a payment incident. Similarly, no set-off
can be carried out between reciprocal debts unless the debt held by the
customer over Bobet has first been accepted in writing by the latter. Under
no circumstances can a dispute allow the customer to suspend payment.
The customer must reimburse all costs incurred by Bobet for the recovery
of unpaid products and the contentious recovery of the sums due,
including lawyers’ and legal officers’ fees. In addition to these costs, the
customer will be liable for a fixed sum of €150 for the contentious
management of the payment default.

ARTICLE 7 - RETENTION OF TITLE, TRANSFER OF RISK AND
OTHER PROVISIONS
THE PRODUCTS SOLD BY BOBET ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO A
RESERVATION OF TITLE, MAKING THE TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
TO THE CUSTOMER SUBJECT TO FULL PAYMENT OF THE PRICE IN
PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING IN THE EVENT OF
CREDITOR PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CUSTOMER.
Nevertheless, the risks relating to a product, ie, the damage that it may
cause to goods or personal injury to persons or the damage that it may
suffer, are transferred to the customer when the customer takes
possession of it.
If the customer has resold the product before full payment of the purchase
price, regardless of whether or not the customer is subject to creditor
proceedings or any company voluntary arrangement, the customer
acknowledges that the debt owed to Bobet for the price of the product will
be applied to the price paid or to be paid by the subsequent purchaser of
the product. In such situation, the customer expressly authorises Bobet to
claim and obtain the price of the product from the subsequent purchaser
and the customer is prohibited from at the same time claiming the
payment of such price from the latter.
In the event of late payment of all or part of the price of more than 30 days
in relation to the initially agreed payment date, Bobet may take back the
product sold by any means, at its convenience and at the expense and
risk of the customer, which the latter expressly accepts. Bobet will take a
minimum of precautions when taking back the product. Nevertheless, if
the taking-back operation damages the structure or the item to which the
product is linked, the customer is prohibited from bringing any liability
claims against Bobet and guarantees the acceptance of this principle by
its own customer.
ARTICLE 8 - INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Bobet’s trademarks, patents, designs, models and copyrights are its
exclusive property and a sale does not constitute a licence to use any of
these rights. The plans and research carried out by Bobet for the
production of its products are at all times its property and are the subject
of an intellectual property and/or an industrial property right that the
customer undertakes not to infringe. Lastly, the customer is prohibited
from removing, modifying and/or adding any distinctive signs to the
products.
ARTICLE 9 - FORCE MAJEURE AND OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
If a force majeure event occurs, Bobet can, at its discretion, suspend the
performance of all or part of its obligations or simply terminate any
pending contract or contracts without the customer being able to claim any
compensation. A force majeure event is any unforeseeable, unavoidable
or external event, these three characteristics being alternative, and, more
generally, any event recognised as such by the law or the case law.
ARTICLE 10 - REFERENCES
Unless the customer decides otherwise by registered letter with
acknowledgement of receipt, the latter expressly authorises Bobet to refer
to its status as a customer of Bobet, in particular in its commercial and
promotional documents or in the context of a response to a call for
tenders.
ARTICLE 11 - PERSONAL DATA
For the purposes of managing orders and the monitoring of the contractual
relationship, Bobet processes the personal data of individuals who are its
contacts, whether customer employees, prospect managers and contacts.
Such processing is carried out on the basis of the application of these
GCS and compliance with Bobet’s legal obligations (in particular in tax
matters). No personal data will be transferred outside the European Union.
Any subcontractors used by Bobet to process the personal data of its
customer contacts (eg, a carrier, IT service provider, etc) will not transfer
the data to a country outside the European Union. The data may be sent
to the authorities (DGCCRF [Department of Competition, Consumers and
Repression of Fraud], CNIL [National Data Protection Commission], tax
authorities, etc) or a court in the event of proceedings.
The customer undertakes to inform Bobet of any updates to the personal
data of the persons and/or employees concerned and personally inform
each of those persons of the provisions of this clause. The persons
concerned have the right to access, modify, limit and oppose the
processing of their personal data by sending an email to the following
address rgpd@bobet-materiel.com.
The persons concerned have the right to lodge a complaint about the
processing of their personal data by Bobet with the CNIL. Any person
whose personal data is collected can define general or specific
instructions on the retention, deletion and communication of their personal
data after their death. The specific instructions can be registered with the
data controller and general instructions can be registered with a
CNIL-certified, trusted, digital third party. General or specific instructions
can be modified or deleted at any time.
Bobet undertakes to implement appropriate technical measures to
guarantee the security and confidentiality of personal data. Bobet
undertakes to keep the personal data of its customers’ and prospects’
contacts for a period not exceeding that necessary to achieve the
purposes for which they were collected or processed and, in any event, for
a maximum period of 3 (three) years from the last order of products by the
customer or the last contact with the prospect. Personal data can,
nevertheless, be kept for a longer period of time in order to comply with
Bobet’s legal obligations, in particular tax obligations.

ARTICLE 12 - APPLICABLE LAW - ATTRIBUTION OF JURISDICTION
All sales concluded by Bobet are exclusively subject to French law,
excluding application of the Vienna Convention. The Parties exclude
the application of Art. 1195 of the Civil Code on unforeseen
circumstances and Arts. 1219, 1220 of the Civil Code.
The Le Mans Tribunal de Commerce [Commercial Court] has sole
jurisdiction in the event of any dispute that relates to the formation,
performance or termination of contracts concluded by Bobet with its
customers, even in the event of international sales, summary
proceedings, incidental applications, multiple defendants or calls on
guarantees, notwithstanding any clause to the contrary in the
customer’s commercial or contractual documents.
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